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intfaduction 
Many of the interesting spaces in topology. for example spheres and Grassmann 
manifolds, are humogeneous spaces G/U, where C and II are compact Lie groups. 
Although the space G/U is defined as a quotient of 6, it has the homotopy type of 
the fibre o ’ the fibration BC + BG of the classifying spaces induced by the inclusion 
CI’ + G. A basic problem is tr3 calculate the homology If *(G/W) over a field in terms 
of morphism &(BCr’) -* (BG) of coalgehras, 
11: [ 151, EiJenberg and Moore describe ageneral method for calculating the homol- 
ogy H,,@) of the fibre Fof a fibre map E + B in terms of the coalgebra morphism 
&(E) *H+(B). Their method is to show that N+(F) is isomorphic to a differential 
Cotor functor and then in turn to approximate the differential derived functur by a 
spectral sequence of ordinary derived Cotor functors. The purpose of this article is 
to sharpen the technique of differential graded homological algebra in order to prove 
that this spectral sequence collapses for G/U the fibre of BU + BG under suitable 
hypotheses. Roughly this is done by showing the existence of morphisms of differ- 
ential coalgebras 
N&W + CJBI/) and C,,(BG) + H,(BG) 
which induce the identity on the homology level. This is not strictky possible, but it 
works in a suitable sense so that one can deduce the collapsing of this spectral se- 
quence of Eilenberg and Moore. 
In Part J the foundations of differential graded homological algebra re reconsid- 
ered and augmented from that which is given in [ 31 and 1 I9 1, These considerations 
are applied In Pdrt JJ, where the reJation between the categories of differential alge- 
bras and differential coalgebras are studied in order to analyze C,(BG). The relation 
between’the geometry and the differential Cotor is extended in Part JJJ beyond that 
considered in [ 5 1. Finally, the collapsing of the spectral sequence in the case of a 
homogeneous space G/U is derived under suitable hypotheses. 
The first result in this direction was obtained for real coefficients in the context 
of ~ohomology by fi. Cartan (see [S, Sal), and in the case where U and G have the 
same rank by A. Bore1 {see [a]). Both of their techniques involved finding cochain 
representatives for cohomology classes which preserved the cup product algebra 
structure. 
In the context of the collapsing of the spectral sequence introduced by Eilenberg 
and Moore, the problem was taken up by Paul Baum in his 1963 Princeton thesis [2] 
and later by Peter May [22 1. Baum soived the problem in some special cases, and 
May announced the result for the case in which the groups have no p-torsion, where 
p is the characteristic of the coefficient field for the homology groups. Recently, 
1. Wolf in his 1973 Brown thesis 1301 and Hans J. Munkholm 1271 have presented 
proofs of the collapsing of the spectral sequence. 
O- Recollections on differential modules 
0.t. I_.et R be a commutative ring. Recall that a dij~rential R-rmrdule M is a graded 
R-module, also denoted by A& and a differential @I), : M,, + ‘t&_, , which is a 
morphism oi R-ma>dules, such that 
for each integer n. A morphism f : L *Af of differential R-modules is a morphism of 
graded modules uch that 
(1(N) f = f cl(pcI), J. 
that is, f’ = U;,), where fn : L, -+ tll, is R-linear and 
for each integer IL The composite of two morphisms of differential R-modules is 
just the composite of the morphisms of graded R-modules. A differential R-module 
hf is positive if A$ = 0 for n < 0 and negative if A#, = 0 for n > 0. 
The category of differential R-modules and morphisms i  denoted by C?(R) and 
is an abelian category. We denote by C?+(R) the full subcategory oft?(R) consisting 
of positive differential R-modules, and by C?_(R) the full subcategory consisting of 
negative differential R-modules. Both e+(R) and t?(R) are abelian categories. The 
natural functor from e(R) to Mod(R), the category of graded modules, is exact and 
faithful. However, it is not full since morphisms of differential R-modules are those 
morphisms of the underlying raded R-modules which preserve di.fferentials. Fre- 
quently we view Mod(R) as a subcategory of e(R) consisting of M with d(&f) = 0. 
it is a full subcategory. 
The su$pensi~~n functor s : C!(R) -+ C?(R) is an autum~rphisn~ of the category 
e(R) d&ted on objects by the relations (M),, = M, __l and d(s(~W))~~ = --Lf(M),z __ I* 
Its inverse s-l is called the desuspnsion functor, and by iteration s41 : i.?(R) 3 C(R) 
is dinned for each integer y- For q positive. si7 preserves e+(M) but not P_ (R), 
and for Q negative, fl preserves (3_(M) but not e+(M). 
The tensor product on graded modules extends to the tensor product 
(63) : c?(R) x e(R) + e(R) 
of differential R-modules, where 
with the usual sign conventions sunburning the terror products ot m~r~hisms of de- 
glrec - 1. The tensor product on e(R) induces a tenssr product functUr on e+(R) 
and an e._(R), i.e. C,(R) and e_(R) are closed under tensor products. 
0.2. Cmzlgebrus. A coalgilhra (positive differential graded caalgchra) C is a positive 
differential R-module C together with morphisnts A(C) : C * C QP C and 
e(C) : C’ + R such that A(0 is assuciative and E(C) is a unit fur the ~~n~uitipli~ati~n 
(or diagonal) A(C) of C. For two coalgebras C’, CR, a morphism f’ : C’ + C” is a 
morphism in e+(R) su~‘h t at 
(#-e f) A(C’) = A(C”)f; E(C#) f = E(C$ 
~~n~p~siti~n in e+(R) induces ~~rnp~~iti~n of rn~rpl~~snts uf ~~~algebras. Ob erve 
that R admits a unique structure uf a coalgebra. 
A se~~@?~zen?& coaipebru C is a coalgebra C together with a morphism of W- 
algebras q(c) : R + C. Note that E(C) q(C) = R, the identity on R) since R is the 
terminaf point of the category of coalgebras. A morphism f’ : C’ + C” of supple- 
mented coafgebras i  a morphism of coalgebras such tilat rl(C”)f = @C’). Fsr a 
natural number n, the coalgebra C is n-connected if ccc), is an isQmorphism for 
q G n. The O-connected coalgebras are called just ct~zn~ct~:il coaIg&ras, and they 
ad~t a unique supplemented structure. The 1 connected ~~alg~bras arealso called 
simpIy cmntv ted. 
If C is a cuafgebras, then the graded module Z’(C), where 
admits a uniq)te coalgebra structure such that the natural morphism C + Z’(C) in 
C+(f?) is a morphism of coalgebras, Indeed, suppose one considers the full subcatem 
gory of the category of coalgebras determined by those coalgebras C with d(Q = 0, 
then 2’ is 3 functor from the category of coalgebras ta this full ategory wltich is a 
coadjoint far the inclusion functor from the subcategory to the whole category. Qb= 
serve also that if C is a supplemented coaigebra, then Z’(c) admits a unique supple- 
mented c~a~gebras structure such that C + Z’(C) is a m~rp~~isrn of supplemented co- 
algebras. If C is n-connected, then Z’(C) is also rrr-connected. 
0.3. Cotnsd~4es. Let C be a coalgebra. A left C-comxhde t’ is a positive differential 
R-module 1’ together with a morphism A(Y) : Y + C 8 Y such that 
i.e. such that the cooperation A(Y) of C on Y is associative and unitary. If Y’, Y” 
are two left Ccomodules, a morphism g : Y’ -+ r” is a morphism in E!+(R) such that 
(CGJ g) A(Y’) = A(YH)g. 
The category of left C<omodules is denoted @3%. It is an additive category with 
cokerncls uch tltat the natural forgetful functor to t?+(R) preserves addition and 
cokerncls. It is abelian if C is R-flat, and in this case the natural functor to C!+(R) 
is exact. The category co*, of right C-cxrodules is defined similarly and has 
similar properties. 
0.4. Aljgdwas. An a&&m (positive differential graded algebra) A is a positive differ- 
ential R-module A tog&e; Mh morphisms @(A) : A cs A + A and q(A) : R + A 
such that @(.d) is associative and q(,4 ) is a unit for the multiplication t3(A) of A. FM 
two algebras A ‘, A”, a morphism f : A’ -+ A” is a morphism in e+(R) such that 
#A”,ul8.J] =.#$(A’), fMA’) = q(A”). 
Composition in C,(R) induces composition of morphisms of algebras. Observe that 
R admits a unique structure of an algebra. 
A .su~~~cww?~~ uI”&u A is an algebra A together wirh a morphism of algebras 
c(A ) : A + R. Note that E(A) q(A) = R since R is an initial point of the category of 
algebras. A morphismf’ :A’ + A” of supplemented algebras i  a morphism of alge- 
bras such that fe(A’) = c(A”). For a natural number t2, the algebra A is n-connected 
if Ids is an isomorphism for Q G n. The O-connected algebras are called just con- 
erected a&e&as, and they admit a unique supplemented structure. The 1 -connected 
algebras are also called sinlp?v ctmnwtd. 
If A is an algebra, then the graded module Z(A), where 
Z(A I,, = ker(d(A In : A,* + A,* _ l ), 
admits a unique algebra structure such that the natural morphism Z(A) + A in e+(R) 
is a morphism of algebras. Indeed, suppose one considers the full subcategory of the 
category of algebras determined by those algebras A with d(A) = 0; then 2 is a func- 
tor from the category of algebras to this full subcategory which is an adjoint for the 
inclusion functor from the subcategory to the whole category. Observe also that if 
A is a supplemented algebra, then Z(A) admits a unique supplemented algebra struc- 
ture such that Z(A) + A is a morphism of supplemented algebras. If A is n-connected, 
then Z(A) is also n-connected. 
0.5. Mu&es. Let A be an algebra. A right A-module L is a positive differer tial 
R-module L together with a morphism $(L) : L QP A + L such that 
i.e. such that the operation q@) of A on L is associative and unitary. If L’, I,” are 
right A -modules, amorphism f : I,’ --* t” is a morphism in e+(R) such that 
f$q*“)Cf @A) = I’o(L’). 
The categury of right A-modules is denoted “nr,t . It is an abelian category such that 
the natural forgetful functor to e+(R) is exact. The category A% of left A -modules 
is defined similarty and has similar properties. 
0.6, Fikmd differea f&l module: Recall that a ~ZW& differertkt~ R-module hf cun- 
sists of a differential R-module I;‘,M and a family of subobjects (FPM, of F_M such 
that 
for all integersp. Frequently we will denote F,M simply by M. A fiitered differential 
R-module M is c-i.wumpIete if 
Henceforth in this paper, filtered object will mean cocomplcte filtered object. A fil- 
tered object is positir~e@ @tered if F# = 0 for p < 0. 
For two filtered differential R-modules M’ and /kl” a morphistn / : M’ --c M” is a 
morphism FJ : F=fM ’ + F-M” of differential R-modules uch that 
Usually (FoDf) 1 F&W’ is denoted by FJ : FpM@ + Fp”f? The cateigory of filtered 
differential R-modules is an additive category denoted by W?(R). The full subcate- 
gory determined by the positively filtered differential R-modules is denoted by 
9$(R). The categories W+(R), %? (R), 7+ C?+(R) and 9+ C_(R) are defined 
in the obvious a!ay as full subcategoriesof %?(R). 
The category W!(R) is a category with a tensor product. Indeed, ifM, N are ob- 
jects of %?(R),, then M Q N is the object such that 
The tensor product on f%?(R) is associative, commutative, and it has a unit R, where 
FpR = 
F-R =R forp20, 
o 
forp co. 
The full subcategories r+(? (R) and V-C? G!) are closed under tensor products. 
An object M of W!(R) is regukrl~~ filtered if (FdM), (or FpMn) = (F,M), for 
n Qp. If M and N are regularly filtered, then so also is M a N. An object M of T?(R) 
is ,filrered b)f skeletons if
FpM* = 
F_M,, for II G p, 
(.) 
fur 81 > c3, 
One may identify e(R) with the full subcategory of 9X?(R) determined by the ob- 
jects fittered by skefetons. TM identification is compatible with tensor products. 
Let clrr%?(R) denote the full subcategory of 3%(R) det~rn~in~d by regularly filtered 
objects. 
The ~atcg~ry W?(R) is not abe~ian, but it does have kernels and ~~kern~~s. Indeed 
suppose 1‘ : M’ + IIf@ is a morphism in SE!(R). If f’ : IV -+ M’ is the kernel. off; then 
l$,f is the kernel of F_J, and 
F&V = F_ N n E’;I”’ .
ff$” : iv” -+ C is the cokernet off, then FJ’@ is the cokernel of F,f, and 
FIPM” = im(F#W -+ E’,C). 
Thus I”‘, : %?(R) -+ P(R) preserves kernels and CakerneXs. For B 2 0, the funetor 
FP : W?(R) 3 t?(R) is additive, but it does not in general preserve ither kernels or 
Gokernels. 
A sequence 
M f -- M P@ M W 
in FTC(R) is~~r~~~z~ cxacV (or strict exact, see [26]) if 
is exact for all integers; iungm sequences are filtering exact if al! of their two-term 
~~~~~n~nts arc catering exact, Note in ~arti~~~ar that if 
O-4 +M+N” -4 
is a shtort exact ~~ue~~e* because far an integer p there is a ~~ntuiutative diagram 
(note that ~~(~ = F~~JF~ _ +M) 
0 0 0 
4 4 4 
0-*Fp_,M13Fg_,M3F~_,MI)~U 
z t J- 
O”F~--+ FpM -FpM-0 
Jr t 5 
0 0 0 
in e(R) s~h &at the columns and the two upper rows are exact 
I20 D. Hus~mottcr er ot, DifferenHal homotogicut utgcbra 
The iterated suspension functor s “: C?(R) + C!(R) extends to a suspension auto- 
morphism P : 9C(R) + %?(R j, where for a filtered differential R-module 5; the 
relations 
F/M = s”FJ, Fp”im = s”Fp_nO 
hold. The inclusion functor defined by using the skeleton filtration C?(R) + g@(R) 
and F, : %(a) --, C?(R) commute with the action of s* for each integer Y). 
The above definitions of differential graded object apply to any additive category 
PI, and the following categories C?(d), e+(H). and @ (s4) can be formed. (In fact, 
d need only be a pointed category). For an abelian category lpQ, W?( PQ) and the 
various full subcategories are defmed as for the case of SQ = e(R), the category of 
graded R-modules. We can consider d to be the intersection of C?+(d) and e (A). 
0.7. Horrx functor a4 h~~~otcrpie~. For an additive category 91t , the homomorphism 
functor 
is defined by the refations 
the product over ail integers, and 
is defined by 
Observe that the morphism group C(dj(X, I’) is Z[X, YIO since D!= 0 means 
d( w - fd(x) = 0. Two morphisms fl g : X + Y in C?( ~8) are homutopic provided 
there is a homotopy s E [X* Yj+l with 
f-g=Ds=d(T)s+sd(X). 
Two morphisms being homotopic is an additive, natural equivalence r lation on 
e( A)(X, Y)* The quotient category C?(A), under the relation of homotopy on the 
rnorphisms i an additive category, and e(d) + e(A), is an additive functor. We 
also have the quotients *C?+(A) + e+(d), and (ZJ.4 j * e_(d),, of two full sub- 
categories. Morphisms of degree n have a meaning in C(A),; namely, they are ele- 
ments of the group H[X, Yin. Finally, the morphism group C?(A)& Y) = HO [A’, y). 
1. Differential graded homologdcal gebra nd Cotor 
In this part we review and extend the generalities connected with differential 
graded homological algebra which apply to Cotor, the derived functor of the cotcn- 
sor product. These notions have been discussed in [KS] and f 19). In particular we 
distinguish between differential derived functors of the first and second kind. The 
new material in this part will he used in Part 11 to study the adjoint pair relating 
algebras and coalgebras and in Part III to relate the functor Cotor to the homology 
of induced fibrations. 
1. lnjective cl~; skeietally filtered comoduks 
A pair of morphismz X’ --* X + r in a pointed category is called a (~w-&wI) 
sequence provided the composite is zero. Now recall the following definition. 
1.1. Definition. An injectiue class 9 in a puin ted category x is 3 pair (9, Seq( g)), 
where $J is 3 class of objects and Seq( 9) is a class of two-term sequences inX such 
that: 
(1) An object I in % is in St if and only if for each x” + X + X’ in Seq( 9) the 
sequence 
of pointed sets is exiict. 
(2) A sequence X” + X + X’ in % is in Seq(S) if and only if for each I E 9 the 
sequence 
of pointed sets is exact. 
(3) For each morphism X + Y in % there exists I E 9 and 3 morphism Y + I 
such that X + Y + I is in Seq( 9). 
1.2. Example. Ltrt fx be a pointed category with cokernels. The split injective class 
9% has !?s actual to all objects of % and Seq(9) equal to all 
X’ u +x u cx 
such that 1 .I (2) holds; in other words, those sequences such that for the f3ctorization 
x c 4 w --=-+ X’ of u by the cokernel c : X + C of U, the morphism w is a split 
monomorphism, i.e. there exists r : X’ 3 C with w = C. 
An object IV is a retract of X in % provided there exist u : W * X and u : X + W 
with UC = W. For a class & of objects in %, let ret(e) denote the class of 311 retracts 
of objects in cf. Note that an object isomorphic to an object in ~5 is in ret(c). 
For the next result see 13, p. 15 J or [19, p. @O]. 
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1.3. Adjoint functor theorem. Let Cx and y be pointed categories, and let S + T : (4 p) 
be ml adjuint pair, where T : % + y and S: y + tX. if 9 is at1 injective class irl % , 
tirert (ret(T(9 )), S”l (Seq(9))) is an injcctive class in Y . 
1.4. Example 1. Let C’ : &oc)til 3 e+(f? ) be the forgetful functor which assigns to a 
comodule M its underlying differential R-module and 
the extended comodule functor, where 
in e+(R) and 
The usual adjunction morphism 
Q : vgh ( ))” 1 
is the tensor product of Q(C) : C’ + P wit?? X, and 
is the structure morphism A(M) : M 3 C a. M. We apply the adjoint functor theorem 
to V ---I CG+ ( j and the split inject& class Q, in e+(R). With 1.3 this defines the ex- 
tended injective class 9e in &IO% , where the injectives in $ are retracts of ex- 
tended C-comodules Ca X, and the short exact sequences in Seq( Sr,, are those 
0 -+ 3$ + M + R-f’ + 0 H,hich split in e+(R). 
This example xtends to certain filtered comodules which will arise naturally in a 
geometric ontext, see Part IJZ. Let Cl t” a coaigebra, nd give it the skeleton filtration 
in the following considerations. Recall Qat the ske feton filtration is defined by 
1.5. Defmition. A skrletah” fiftered left C-comodule M is a positive regularly ftitered 
positive differential R-module M together with a morphism A(M) : hf + Ca M of 
filtered differential R-modules t~zh rlbt neglecting filtrations (M, A(M)) is 3 left 
C-comodule. For two skeletally :P$tered left C-comodules M’ and M”, 3 morphism 
/: hf’ +w is a morphism in %+ <I+@) which preserves the left C-comodute struc- 
ture. 
Let &$-$o% denote the category of skeletally filtered left Clcomodules. it is 
an additive category, and 
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is an additive functor preserving cokernels. Similarly, the category J?Wo%, of 
skeletally filtered right C-comodules i  defined, Let %!~E!+(R) denote the category 
W%(R) n F+ e,(R) of positive regularly filtered positive differential R-modules. 
1.6. Example II. Let 
be the forgetful functor which assigns to a skeletally filtered (left) C-comodule M 
its underlying regularly filtered differential R-module, and 
C a ( ) :WX?+(R) --, J3,Co% 
the extended comodule functor, where 
v(CBX)=C@x 
As in I A, the adjunction morphism 
of : V(C 63 ( )) -+ 1 
is the tensor product of Q(C) : C --, R with X and 
@!3: 1 -qC@( ))V 
s I 
is t!le structure morphism .3(&f) : M + C a hf. Applying the adjoint ft;nctor theorem 
I.3 to 1’ a+ C QP ( ) and tk split injective class !& in C+(R), we def’ne the extended 
tnjective class ge in J!&$‘o%, where the injectives in $I$ are retracts of extended 
Ckonrodules Ce;p X. and the short exact sequences in Seq( ge) are those 
o-M’-,M+M~O 
which split in WfK!+(R). 
1.7. Remark. Clearly the BWO examples 1.4 and 1.6 are related. For example, the 
following diagrams are cot q-rrutative: 
cqco3lt F- +,cow 9, (?,VO -% e+(R) 
V I 
9, e+(R) L 
Iv CM 11 lcw 
e+(R) cw&om -L pa 
For X in%%?+(R) it follows that rx(F,x) = F&X), and for M in c&-Co% it 
follows that &J(M) = /3F,,JW). 
The discussion in 1.6 and 1.7 also applies to right C-comodules. 
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I.$. Spectrul pperties. For a coalgehra C filtered by skeletons 
with 8(C) = 0, and 
with LI’(QP,, = d(C3p. Hence we can identify Et(C) with C since E’(c)+.0 = C+. As- 
sume now that C is an R-flat coatgebra. For X in the category W%+(R) we have 
E1(Ck X’) = C% El(X), and for any skeletally fib Ered C-comodule M the comulti- 
plication A@f) : N + C@ M induces a left C-camodute structure on E*(M). 
2. Injective resolutions and derived functors 
Using the homotopy category @_( A JR of negative complexes over an additive 
category, we can interpret he basic comparison theorem for injective resolutions; 
see 119, Theorem (2.31. The dual picture for projective resolutions and e+fs# )A 
is left to the reader. 
2.1, Existence and comparison f injeetive r soltrtims. Let 9 be an injective class 
in an additive category SQ , and let i : d + C?_(d), denote the natural inclusion 
functor. Then there is a pair (r, v), where t : d --* C!_(d),, is a functor and 
7 : i -+ r a morphism of functors, such that 
is an %njective resolution, i.e. all ~$4)~ are in 9 and the sequence is !&exact. More- 
over, if (t’? 7’) is a second such Dinjective resolution pair, then there is a unique 
morphism h : I + I’ of functors such that XT = 7’ and in addition X is an isomorphism. 
A resolution furwtar is a pair (r; r), where I : SQ + e_(d) is a functor and 
7 : i -+ t is a morphism of functors, such that r(A) : A + r(A ‘)* is an Snjective re- 
solution of A in 94 as in 2 .I . Here the difference is that ) is natural in e (A ) .- 
instead of just the quotient homotopy category e_(d), . In an additive category 
with cokernels, aresolution functor can be defined by an 9=resr,lvunt (lJ, fl), where 
U: d-+d isafunctorsuchthatU(A)isingforaiiAindandfl:d +Uisa 
morphism such that 0 +A a U(A) is in Seq(S) for all A. Then 7(A) : A + r(A)+ 
is defined by the standard splicing procedure, where ~(,4) is the cokernel of p(A): 
O-*A ~~U(A)=r(A)o-+-4Y(Z’(A))=r(A)_1 -%? + &?‘(A)_ I) 
u@\ /J \ /J 
Z’(A) 
I” \ 
Z’(Z’(A))0 = Z’(A)_ 1 
/ \ 
0 0 0 0 
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2.2. Definition. Let S 4 T : (a, 0) be an adjoint pair T : !X + d and S : d -4, 
where OQ and 5X are additive categories with cokernels. Let 9~ = ret(T( SIS j) be the 
injective class in A coming from the split injective class !?s on % . Then the canonical 
9 pxw1h.m fkWr (c/*, /3), where I/* : d -+ C (A), is the !+resolution func- _ 
tor defined by the resolvent (7S, 5). 
In fact, the adjoint pair S --I T : (a, P) gives more, namely, a triple (TS, 0, X), 
where X : (IS)> + ZS, which is used to define the standard 9T-resolution functor 
and various implicial constructions; for more details see [ 141. 
In Ex;tmples 1.4 and 1.6, the functor T(x) = C B, A’, and the injective class 9, is 
just the extended injective class SIC, and the canonical resolution J3 : 1 -+ U, is just 
the iteration as above of the rcsolvent /3 : 1 + (C’s ( ))V. The two resolution se- 
quences for &I’o??! and 3F1,Co% both denoted IV,, /3) coming from this resolvent 
are related by 
U,WJW = ( (2 FJ U,W-L _- UI;,Cn, = C e-F_) K&fh 
where/ : A9 + fit is a morphism of sketetally filtered C-comodules. For an additive 
functor T : 94 -+ cx) we denote by 
the canonical extension of T. 
More generally, let rX,y and H be additive categories, and let T : 31 X y +d 
be an additive functor of two variables. The canonical extension 
e (‘I”): e_fx) x c fy)'e_bf) -. - c 
of T is defined by 
for the canonical injections 
the relation 
holds, and 
because these are finite coproducts. A similar extension 
e+U? : e+m x e+(Y I--+ (2,(d) 
can be defined. 
2.3. Remarks. The canonical extension e_(n preserves homotopies and thus in- 
duces an additive functor of two variables 
em, : c_(lx), x C_(Y), --, e_w** 
Suppose 9 = (9’, 9“) is an injectivc class in CK X y . There is a functor 
Y=Yl xr,:‘Xxy-e_fX)nXe_(y)n 
induced by the injective class following 2.1. Let 
Tr = ej7-p : sy x y -+ e (A), 
I- 
be the composite functor. 
’ 2.4. Deftition. For a functor K : C?_(d), -+ 9 and an injective class 5’ = (9’. 9”) 
in % X by, the &V ;:*~~fu~c~~r of T : % X y -+ d relative to the injective class 
3 = (9’, 9‘*) and the functor K : t? (A), + 99 is the composite -_ 
KT,=K@_~T),r:‘XX~+~. 
For example, when J1Q is abelian, *ais the category of negatively graded Aob- 
jects, and K = H : C_ (9’2 ) + g is the homology functor, then HT, = R,T, the right 
derived functor of T relative to 9 in the usual sense. 
Differential derived functors come up when SQ is itself a category of the form 
C(c19) for an abelian category q. In the next section we study e(C?(35)) and various 
functors on this category. We find several advantages to using t5is category instead 
of Ihe category of double complexes or b&complexes. 
3. Categories of diffewttial and filter4 objects over a differential category 
Frequently in-dealing with graded or differential objects we will take a count- 
able product or coproduct, and it will be important hat these operations be exact. 
Hence the following definition is useful. 
3.1. Definition. AR abelian category SQ is surmabie provided countable rect pro- 
ducts exist, pl is cmummable provided countable xact coproducts exist, and d 
is bisummubfe provided countable xact products and exact coprod- .rst . 
Observe that the category of left (or right) modules over a ring is bisuminable. 
For an abelian category 04 observe that an object S of the category C?(C(A)) 
is three for each pair of integers @, 4): an object A”‘,(r of A , a7rd morphisms 
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such that 
d2 d” 
Pm-1 P*Q 
=O, d* 
P--h7 P*Q s * 
d’ =d;q__jd;q. 
Similarly, a morphism f : X 
integers @,q) such that 
--+ Y in C? (C? ( 64 )) is a family f = u;l,q ) for each pair of 
assigns to X the object o(x), where 
and to each morphism f : X 3 Y the morphism cry), where 
The functor (I is an involution, that is, uu is the identity on e(C?( 94)). We have 
several obvious ubcategories of c(e(H )), namely, 
e+(e+bwv e,( e__ Cd )A e_.,(e+(dh c. ( e_ (d N* 
Under u this fantiIy of subcategories is carried onto itself; for example, 
u I ef $od jj -+ e+(ecd 1) 
and 
u : e+( e+w js + e+c e+~90) 
are isomorphisms with inverse CL We imbed e( 94) in CZ(e( d)) as 
e+@bo) n e._(e(m, 
that is, aH objects X such that XP q = 0 for p # 0. 
, 
3.3. Definition. Let fi g : X + Y be two morphisms in C?(C?( d)). A homotopy of 
the first kit -4fiom f to g is a homotopy D : X -+ Y in e(z), where % is the cate- 
gory e(sQ ). The quotient of C!(C?(d )), under the relation of equivalence by homo- 
topies of the first kind is denoted by c3(C?(gQ)),r_ 
A homotopy of the second kind from f to g is a homotopy of the first kind 
from Qu, to o(g) in C?@?(A)). The quotient of e(@(s4)) under the relation of 
equivalence by homotopies of the second kind is denoted C?(C!(A),). 
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Note that the switching isomorphism (I; : e@(d)) + (ii!(e (d)) induces an iso- 
morphism, also denoted u : C!(e(d)), + C?((3 (A$),,) by definition. Explicitly the 
homotopy of the first kind D : X + Y from f tog is a family of morphisms 
L3 P@4 : X{>,q -+ Ypqq such that 
&Y),,, Q Dpq +Dp_j q d2(X)pq =fp4 -gpq’ , * * * t ,
d20$+,,D,, = Dpq__,&qq* 
The isomoqhisms mentioned just before Definition 3 (3 have various quotients; for 
example, 
In Section 0 the category e(d) :was introduced along with various full sub- 
categories determined by objects with positivity conditions. A filtered object X is 
cmwnplete if $I FP(x) + F’(x) is an isomorphism, complete if 
F_(X) + $I F,(X}/Fp(X) is an isomorphism, and bicompkte if it is both complete 
and cocomplet e. 
For the remainder of this section, u% is a bisummabfe additive category. 
3.4. Definition. The aswmb& finctor 
A : C(C(d))“* Se(d). 
is the functor which assigns to an object X in @Z?(o4)) the faltered ifferential ob- 
ject A(x), where 
with pi I (F~ A(x))i+i 
e(C?( A)), then 
--or Xi ,- the natural projection. if p : X -+ Y is a morphism in , 
Observe that F, A(X), is independent of p in its definition and 
ip(A(x)), : FpA(X)fl + F-A(X), is just the natural injection into the coproduat, 
and the object A(X) is bicomplete from elementary relations between limits and 
products and between colimits and coproducts. Further, 
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and &A(X)) 
8 
,4 is induced by dl(Xjp *. Indeed, bicompleteness and the formulas 
for EA(X’), d A(X) and &A(X) characterize the functor A. 
We have the following restrictions ofA to full subcategories: 
3.5. Definition. For two morphisms f, 8 : A’ + Y in 9et d), a homutopy D between 
f tmd g is a homotopy D between F_(f) and &Jg) such that D(Fpx> C Fp+l Y for 
each p. Moreover, D is a fi&e homocupy if D(Fp A’) C Fp Y for each integer p.
3.6. Reti. A homotopy of the first kind in e(C?(#) induces a homotopy in 
Te( A) via the assembly functor A. A homotopy of the second kind in C?(C!(&)) 
induces a fibre homotopy in ‘%?(d) via the assembly functor A. 
Let %?(d), denote the quotient of YE!(d) by the homotopy relation and 
se(d),, the quotient by the fibre homotopy relation. Note that TC?(ti), is also 
a quotient of sefd JFr. Hence A induces quotient functors, which are defined as 
A, : ewdj~, -+ sebfj,, 
A,, : a+~w,~~w)~;k~ 
Moreover s
A,~U : e(ew), + 3%(90r;;,. 
Finafly note that the functor r”, : SW4 j + t?@f j induces functors, also denoted 
F, , which are defined as 
The two quotients A p and A,, restrict to various full subcategories described by 
posititity conditions. 
3.7. Rem&s. Let sS,(oQ) denote the category of spectra! sequences E’ over OQ de- 
fined <or s G r. Then the usual construction yields functors 
E’ I Ye(d) 4 sso(dj, 
E’ : %f(+,, +SS,(d), 
E' : Ve( A), +SS2(d). 
4. Generalities on differential derived functoft 
In this section, o\Q will denote a bisummable abelian category. Let Gr(LeR 1 denote 
the category of graded objects over A’, i.e. the full subcategory of e(d) ge rerated 
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by the objects with zero differential. The homology functor H is defined as 
IQ: C?(LQI)-+Gr(oQ) or H: C(A), +Gr(sQ), 
and is composed with FQI to yield 
HF, : %?(A) + C&(d), 
HF, : 9@(d jn + G(d), 
HF_ : W?(sQ+, + Cr(s4). 
Next consider ;d functor T of rt variables, 
T:35,X...X%,,4(94), 
where %i is an additive category with injective class s)‘. For 9 = (9,. . ..+ 9’) the 
functor 
Tr = T7 : X1 X . . . X %* + e (C?(A)& 
is defined as in 2.3, where r is an injective resolution 
r : 2x1 x .I. x %* + e$qn x l . . x e_(qn. 
4.1. Definition. The dij&erential derived functor of T of the first kind, denoted R,,!T, 
is 
NF,A,T, : %, X ..* X !XR-,Cr(9Q 
and the different&z1 derived functor of T of the second kind, denoted R,,,,T, is 
HFos(A &Tg : 5x1 x . . . x xn --+ Gr(PQ). 
The functor R,,,T is the abutment of the spectral sequence of the functor 
AIT l %+%(~)A 
denoted ErR9,,T, and Rs,*l T is the abutment of the spectral sequence of the func- 
tor 
A,@, : X+ SCW,,,, 
denoted E’R,*,,T. From 3.3 it follows that E’R,,,T is defined for I 3 2 and 
ErRg,llT for r > 1. 
In [ 191, differential derived functors were all of the first kind. 
4.2. &#initisn. A functor 
T: %, X . . . X %,+(94) 
is well BolrmcecI relative to the injective class 9 = ( gI, . . . . 9,) if whenever the Ii are 
in 9) and X’ -*X+X”isinSeq(9r)foranyr,l <rGn,then 
( 1) the sequmce 
HT(Il f . . . . x’s . . . . I,) + HT('1 v l . . IF-l, X, Ir+l, es., I,,, + HT(I,, ie., Xrrt ...\ I,,, 
is exact in G(d), and 
(2) the sequence 
W ,, . . ..A?. . . ..r.) + T(I,, ...,lr_lt X, 1,,1, .. ..I.,+ TI,, . . ..X". . . ..I.) 
is exact in e(d). 
condition (I) is the de~nition of balanced in [ 19) and is what is needed to show 
that differential derived functors of the first kind can be calculated by resolving in
n- 1 va~ab~~s, for n> 1. condition (2) is what is needed to show that differentA 
derived fun~tors of the second kind can be calculated by resolving inonly FE-- I vari- 
ables, for n > 1. 
Hence the natural murphism from the ~oprodu~t to the product (with appr~pr~te 
changes insign) induces a morphism af functors r : F’_ AG + F-A fron C?_ C?(d) 
to C(.d), 
If X is tapered and X is isomorphic with X in c_(e(,H)),, then X” is tapered. 
4.4, ~f~tio~ .A functor 
is fu~e~~d relative to thtz injective class 9 = (E), , ,‘., 9J if 
r, : Ix, x . . . x xn -+ eg?(5Jf)), 
takes values in the futi subcategory generated by the tapered objects. 
When T is tapered relative to 9 p the natural morphism Rg ,$’ -+ R, ,,T induG~ 
by r is an isomorphism. One has two different spectral sequehces abutting to the 
same fun~tor. Note that if T takes valiues in e_(d), then it is tapered refatiue to 
any injective class. 
Tapered functors were considered in f 151, where it was roved that CotorC is 
tapered when C is simply connected. TMs was dune using tapered resolutiors. 
’ The dual of the preceding situation affords the definition of differential &rived 
functors of the fist and second kind relative to projective classes. 
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5. Remarks ou the differential Cator functor 
For a right C-comodu ? L and a left C-comoduleM the exact sequence 
where f = A(L) QB M - L QP A(M), defines the cotensor product L ac M and the func- 
tar ( - ~Jc l ) : CdX, X &r>cM -+ CQR). 
5.1. Remark. The cotensor product functor is well balanced with respect o the 
standard injective classes. Wence for Cotor= and Cototci*, the first and second de- 
rived functors of ( - ac - ), one can calculate by resolving just one variable. 
For a right L’-comodule L and a teft C-comodule M we denote by L* the right 
C%omodu!e and M* the left C’comodule, where e is C with d = 0, L’ is L with 
d = 0, and M# isM with cf = 0. Then L’ QP M# is in Q(R) and the ordinary de- 
rived functor Cotor@(L#, M#) is in Gr(Gr(R)). 
5.2. Remark. The Et-term of the spectral sequence associated with Catarcii (L, M) 
is given by 
E’ CotorCJ1 (L, M) = Cotor@J (X”, Y”). 
6. Spectral properties of the cotensor product of skeletally filtered comodules 
For L in dy Cow c and .84 in 39 &ocltf the exact sequence 
O-*L~~M-*L@M~ L@C@M, 
where f = &L) QD AI - I4 QP A(M), defines the cotensor product L u&M and the func- 
tor 
C - ac - ) : d? Cumc X d:r,Co% -+ v$! (3+(R), 
whiclt is R-split left filtering exact on R-split filtering exact sequences. 
Now define 
T: C_%X C_ YdRe(R) 
for % = 49 Co%= and y = d? &o% as a filtered object 
T(X, Y) = n 8+4(X/, ac Y4, 
P*Q 
with differential d = d’ + d’” such that 
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6. I. Definition. The skeletal spectral functw on the category J F Co%, X 3T &o% 
to the category of spectral sequences of R-modules with abutment is defined by the 
relations 
Et& W = E’W,(U, K&fQ), E’Cf, ~9 = E’W,V), U,(g)), 
where U+ is the canonicai resolution, and for the abutments, 
CotorC(F_ X, F, Y) = HFm T(L’,(L), U,(M)), 
CotorC(FJ, F-g) = HF, T(U,v), U,(r;,) . 
This is an additive functor of two variables. 
Observe that 
“I,( - ac- ) : cEwo9R c x JS,CoM --, c?(R) 
is an additive functor. Pn the next proposition we relate it to the skeletal spectral 
functor. 
6.2. Proposition. The functw 
is balanced with respect o the standard injective classes, and its differen& derived 
functm is the cmponent E2 a.9 of the skeletal functur for euch integer q. 
Proof. To show that the functor is balanced (see [ 19, (6.5)]) we observe that for an 
injective L and 0 + M’ -+ M + M” + 0 a short sequence in the injective class, the se- 
quence 
O+L o,++L o,M+L o,JW+O 
is ;t split exact sequence in W(R). This implies Gut . . 
O-E!,~(LClcM’)‘E~q(L~~M)~E!O(L~~MW)-,O 9 I 
is a split exact sequence in 6?(R). A similar assertion holds for the variables reversed. 
For the second statement, note that if 7’(q) is the standard assembly functor, as 
just before 6.1, for the functor Ea.&L 0~ M’), then 
wwU~ Use = E!Jw~~9 ww 
for objects and morphisms. This proves the proposition. Cl 
6.3. Corollary. The skeletal spectral functor on the cutegory 39 Cow c X 39&09X 
is balanced with respect o the standard injective classes. 
IWe that the corollary implies that either morphism in the diagram 
WV ww --+ wows ww + w*(L),M) 
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induces an isomorphism of spectral sequences with abutment, and further that 
either U,(L) or U,(M) could be replaced by arbitrary injective resolutions L + X, 
and M --, Y, of L and M. 
6.4. Definition, A pair (L, M’) of graded R-modules is re&tiw@v flat if To$ , ,JL, M) =O 
for rq > 0. 
65 Proposition. tl C r’s an R-flat mulgebta, and (L, M) is in d9 CO% c X J9 &.I% 
such that (El(L), El(M)) is rstatively f14t oryet R, then fbt the skeletal spectral se- 
qufmce fur (L, 411) it fubws that 
E2{L 4f) = Cotor’@ , ‘ ? E’(M)) . 
Proof. For an injective resolution 
0 -a4 + Yf-) + Y_, -+ r.., 
we have an injective resolutiion 
0 + E’(M) +E*(YO)-+ Et(Y_I) + 4.. . 
To get E’CL, M). we consider 
Eo(L ac X0, +liQ(L ac X ..c t) -+ l... 
and then assemble to get 3 complex whose homology is E’(L, M). Since (E’(L), E’(M)) 
is relatively fiat, the pair (E’(L), E1(Yi)) is relatively flat, and hence @(I, oc Yi) = 
E’(L) DC E1(Yi). Assemble 
E’(L) q E’(Yo) + E’(L) q E’(?‘_,j + . . . . 
and take homology getting CotorC(Et(L), El(M)); but this sequence is the same as 
1 E’(L ac Y*) -+ E (L ac Y-1) -+ ..*, 
whilch assembled has homology E*(L, l&f). This proves the proposition. Cl 
6.6. Cor&uy. With the notation and h.ypotheses of6.S, if in addition E”(M) =(I’ Q if 
is an extended commiule with d(H) = 0, then E*(L, M) = H(El(L) dp!fJ. 
This corollary will be used to identify the differential Cotor with the homology 
of appropriate induced fibrations; see III.S.6. 
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II. Algebras, coalgebras and adjointness 
Let Alg(R) denote the category of supplemented differential R-algebras, and let 
Coalg(R) denote the category of connected ifferential R=coalgebras. In this part. 
algebra will mean object of Alg(R), and coalgebra will mean object of Coalg(R), al- 
though for some considerations the connectedness hypothesis will not be needed. 
The main purpose of this part is to define the classifying coalgebra functor 
8 : Alg(R ) + Coalg(R) 
and the loop algebra functor 
52 : Coalg(R) + Alg(R), 
prove the adjoint relation SJ: -4 43, and study the homotopy properties of the adjunc- 
tion morphisms 0 : C --* SQ(C”) and Q : Q8(A ) -+ A. 
1. Twisting morphisms 
For morphisms of graded modulesf : X -+ X’ of degree m and g : Y 3 Y’ of de- 
gree n, recall that 
f@g:xoY+x’@ Y’ 
is the morphism of degree m + n such that 
U@ R)p+q (x @ ,1) = (- W” fpW Qp g,cv> 
for x E XP, _V E Yq. Moreover, 
CfcY’)(Xe*)-feR’(-i)~~~I*g)U.*Y)~ 
1.1. Definition. Let A be an algebra nd C a coalgebra. For mor phisms of the under- 
lying graded R-module structure f : C + A of degree m and g : C + A of degree n, 
the cup pruduc? f u g : C + A off and g is the morphism of degree M + n which is 
the composite 
CO(C)-_CaC/“RA aA &_A 
The cup product is associative, that is, if in addition h : C + A is of degree I, then 
uUBVQ=/V(Buh), 
and a(A) q(c) is a unit for the cup product operation. Further, if A and C are corn* 
mutative, then so is the cup product, i.e. 
f@g=(4)mg@f* 
1.4, Dcfiitio~. Let 11 be an algebra, and let C be a coalgebra. A hoisting morphism 
7 : C -+ A is a morphism of degree - 1 of the underlying raded modules uch that 
D?=?U?, q(C) = 0 = e(A) 7, 
Let 7 : C + A be a twisting morphism. The differential R-module Aep T C is the 
l graded A 43, 
. 
and CG~, A
Cwith the differential 
d(Aio,C)*=d(AoC)+d,, 
is the graded Co A with the differential 
d(C+A)=d(CoA)-d,. 
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Fcx a morphism f : C + .4 of degree m of graded R-modules, we denote by 
df:AapC-*AsC 
the composite 
A @ c _&?..!?~+A~C~C~.A~A~C MA)@D ----------*ABC 
and by 
df:CsA-+C~A 
the composite 
C&4 --- NC)@d CdPCeA C@f@A , CSEAQ~A Ce’(A’ -  A. 
In both cases $- is a morphism of graded R-modules of degree W. 
1.2. Reposition. Ler A be an algebra, ltpt C be a cwl’ebr~, and let f : C + A be a 
morpkisnr iIf ckgrer - 1,of the undetlying gtsded R-mcxiules. Then I’/ : A a C 3 A QP C 
7 the propetty that d7 = --+ u f 
I 
and djs : C GB A + C 93 A ha the property that 
df=qJf 
The proof of the proposition is routine and left to the reader. Cl 
The difference in sign comes from the relation 
1.X Remark. Let X be a differential graded R-module and d” : X + X a morphism 
of degree - 1 of the underlying raded structures. Then d(x) + d” is a differential 
on the graded R-m(Jdule X (i.e. has square zero) if and only if d”d” = -Dd”, and 
d(X) -* d” is a differential if and only if d”# = LM”, where I) : IX, X] 
-c is the differential. %is is imrneoiate from t,le relation Dd” = al(X)!” + d 
I+ Ix, XI-2 
d(X). 
These are differentials by 1.2 and 1.3. In addition, A 43, C is a left A-module, right 
C-comodule, and C + A is a left C-comodule, right A-module, which, neglecting 
differentials, are each extended. For a morphism f : c’ + C of coalgebras, g : A --+ A’ 
of algebras, and a twisting morphism r, we have natural isomorphisms 
These constructions lead to the following more general concepts, 
1.5. Definition. tet A be an algebra nd C a coalgebra. An (A, t2”)WmduFe M is a 
positive differential ~-module M together with morphisms 
such that: 
(I) (M, #(ikfl) is a left A -module, and A@#‘) is a morphism of left A-modules, 
where MM 43 C) = ~~~ CB C is the left A-module structure morphism on M QP C, and 
(2) &f, A(M)) is a right C-comodule, and QCM) is a morphism of right C-comodules, 
where A(A 43 M) = A GB ;I(ito is the right C~onlodu~e structure morp~sm on A 63 M. 
A I$. A)bimcH;lule N is a positive differential R-module M together with morphisms 
O(,~C):NQPA-M’, &IQ :N+CfC3N 
such that :
( t ) (IV, ~~~ is a right A -module, and niiv) is a mor~hisn~ of right A-modules, 
where o(C6p N) = C%r Q(N), and 
(2) (iv, A~~~)) is a feft ~-~omodule~ and $&v is a rno~~hisnl of left C-conrodules, 
where~NgrC)=~N)~C. 
A morphism f : M’ 3 M” of bimodules is a morphism of differential R-modules 
which is both an A-module and C-comodule morphism. Composition being induced 
by ~om~s~tion i e(R), the categories of (Al ~-bimodules and (Cr A)-bimodules 
are defined. These are additive categories with cokernels, and they are abelian if C 
is flat over R. 
f 6. ikfhition. Let A be an algebra nd C a coalgebra. An (A, C’)&ndle M is an 
(A, ~b~module M suth that, neglecting differentials, there exists an isomorphism 
X : M + A 4~ C of left A-modules and right Clcomodules, 
A (C, A~~~~~~e N is a (C, A)-b~module N such that, ne~ecting differentials, 
there exists an isomorphism X : N + C 9 A of right A-modules and left C-comodules. 
The module and comoduie structures on A BP C and CQP A are the extended ones. 
A choice of X will be called a choice of coordinates for the bundle. 
f,7. Remark. The bimodutes A QF, C and Cep, A, where 7 : C +A is a twisting 
morphism, are examples of bundles. A theorem of Gugenheim [ 16) asserts that 
given any (A, trundle N there exists a twisting morphism T : C -+ A and an iso- 
morphism A Q, C + M. 
Let M be 8 (C, A )-bimodule. Tensoring M over A with e(A) : A 3 R and cotensar- 
ing M over C with s(c) : R -+ C, we have the diagram 
Here the left C~~rnodu~e N @A R is caffed the bast? e~~~~~~e andn is an ep~m~rphism 
of left Gzomodules. Moreover, the right A -rtiodule R UC M is tailed the fibte module 
and i is a monomorphism of right A-modules. In the case where M is a (C, A)-bundle, 
the base is ~n~ni~a~~y isomorphic to C as a C~omodu~e and the fibre to A as an 
A-mod&. SSmilar definitions apply ta (A, C)-birn&ules. 
2. i. Deftitiiorr. LRt A be an algebra nd nz min integer. A ~~~~Q~~~~~ 6 : A 3 A uj& 
flee bn is a morphism of the underlying raded structures of degree m such that 
(W(A)d =o, 
(2)L% “0, 
(3) the diagram 
of graded modties and generalized m~rp~isms is mmmutative. 
A d~ferentiul 6 : A -+ A is a derivative of degree - 1 such that S2 = 0. 
Obsex that ~~nd~t~on (2) says that S is a morphism of degree m of differently 
R-modukx Thus the alpram of U(3) may be viewed as a commutative diagram of 
differential R-modules and generalized morphisms. These remarks apply also to the 
next d~~n~t~on, 
2.2. Dtfmitim. LRt C be a coalgebra nd m an integer . A de&&m 6 : C + C of 
degree m is a ~rp~rn of the under~y~g graded structures of degree m such that 
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uwttc)=o, 
(2)nb =o, 
(3) the diagram 
of graded mud&s and generalized morphisms is commutative. 
A diffirentM6 : C + C is a derivative sf degree - I such that S 2 = 0. 
Now let 7’ : C?+(R) + Atg(R) denote the tensor-algebra functor, where for a dif- 
ferential R-module X the underlying differential R-module of T(X) is U0 J? 
Here Xn @ ’IS the n-fold tensor product of X with itself, and the multiplication on 
T(x) is induced by the natural. isomorphisms 
pa@ p% 4 $ftl+nJ@. 
Noting that T(O) = R, we define the srppk~~~~tafion of 7$%‘) as &f&X)) = T(O) . 
where 0 : X -+ 0. 
For any allgebra A, let l(d) denote its augmentation kleal viewed as an object of 
C,(R), where l(d ) is the kernel of et.4) : ,4 + R. Observe that I : Al&R) + C,(R) 
is a functar. Further note that 
and let 
@(x):x=x’@ -N-(X) 
be the canonical injection for X in C?+(R). 
2.3. Remark. For an algebra A there is a morphism 4A) : Ti(A) + A such that 
and (a, @) : T 4 I is an adjoint pair of functors with coadjoinf the tensor algebra 
functor T and adjoint 1. This statement isjust an expression of the usual universal 
property of HX) : X -df(X). . 
2.4. Proposition. Let X be a diffetentiul R-module. For each 9 E Z[X, I(T(X))]m 
there is a unique derivatiun 6, : T(X) + VA”) of degree m such that 
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Moreower, if 6 : T(X) + T(X) is a derivation of odd dqwe m, then 6 2 is the derive- 
t&e of degrw 2~2 irrduced bv the eiemcnt I@ ‘) p(x) of Z [X, I(T(:x))] lrn. 
The proof of the proposition results from a simple extension of 0 on X to 6, on 
7’(x) as in proving the adjoint relation T 4 I, and is left to reader. It effectively 
determines the derivation T(X) + T(X)* 3, a;t far S of odd degree it furnishes a cri- 
terion for seeing if 52 = 0. EI 
Now let C,(R) denote the full subcategory of e+(R) determined by connected 
differential R-modutes X, i.e. those X with X0 = 0. Observe that 
(4P”)q = 0 
forq<n.Let 
cr’ : C&(R) + Coaig(R) 
denote the tenses cualgebra functcq where for a differential R-module X the under- 
lying differential R-module of T’(X) is 
Ll PS= I-I P@ 
Oi;n OICtl 
because X0 = 0. The comuftipiication on 7’(X) is induced by the natural isomorphisms 
X(m+NO + p@ Qp a, 
Noting that T’(0) = R, we define the supplementation f T’(X) as 
rl(T’(X)) = T’(O), 
where0 : O-+X. 
For any coalgebra C, let I(C) denote its augmentation coiieal viewed as an object 
of 6?JR), where I(c) is the cokernel of MC) : R + C. Observe that I : Co&g(R)+ E!JR) 
is a funclor. Further note that 
IT’(x)= Ll x”@= I-I x@, 
I<?l i<n 
and let Q(X) : IT’(X) -+ X = X1@ be the canonical projection for X in (?JX). 
2.5. Remark, For a coalgebra C there is a morphism MC’) : C + T?(C) such that 
and (a, 0) : I -t 7” is an adjoint pair of functors with adjoint the tensor coalgebra 
functor 7’ and coadjoint 1. T’his statement isjust an xpression of the usual univer- 
sal property of a : IT’(X) + X. c 
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2.6. Proposition. Let X be a connected ifferential R-module. For each 
8 E Z[IT’(X), Xl, there is a unique derivation E, : T’(Y) --) T’(X) of de,gree m 
such that @X) I(S,) = 8. .MWCYNJ~~, ifs : T’(X) + T’(X) is a derivation of odd de- 
gree m, then S 2 is the derivation Qf degree 2m induced by the element a(X) /(S 2) 
(If WT’U7, X12,- 
3. The classifying construction and loop construction 
For a differential R-module X there is a natural isomorphism 
Also there is a canonical isomorphism u’(X) : X + f(x) of degree irsuch that for 
any differential R-module k’ both 
[o’(x), Yl : ~m-h y1 --* Ix. Yl 
and 
are differential isomorphisms of degree r. Thus we have canonical isomorphisms 
s’[sr(x), Y] = IX, Y] = s” IX, s’(Y)]. 
Clearly 6?+(R) and @JR) are stable under S’ for r 3 0, and for X in e,(R), s-‘(X) 
is in C,(R). 
For an algebra A consider the commutative diagram 
I T’(sl(,A )) --l------w WA H2 
WV 
where O(A) : (sl(#j2” + d(A) is the differential morphism of degree - 1 induced 
by the multiplication on f(A) and p is the natural projection. We denote by 
&(A) : T’(si(A)) -+ T’(sI(A)) 
the derivation of degree - 1 induced by @(A) using 2.6. 
For a coalgebra C consider the commutative diagram 
s-l I(c) 
N lT(s” I(c)) 
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where 
O(c) : s-l I(c) --) (s-l I(c))*” 
is the differential morphism of degree -1 induced by the corn ltiplication on f(C) 
and q is the natural injection. We denote by 
5(C) : T(s-‘J(Q) + T(s-‘J(C)) 
the derivation of degree - 1 induced by 8(C) using 2.4. 
3.1. lemma. (I ) Few an algebra A the derivation 
6(A) : T’(sl(A)) + T’@/(A)) 
is a differential, and fur u morphism f : A + B uf ak&?bras, 
T’(sI@) 6(A) = 6(B) T’(sl(/)). 
(2) For a coaigeba C the dwivaticm 
S(C) : T(s-* f(C)) -+ T(s-’ I(c)) 
is a dlffeen :ial, and for a morphism f : C + D of coalgebras, 
T(s-’ Iv)) S(C) = 6(D) T(s-’ IV)). 
Roof. The muitiplication on A is associative if and only if 
&4) (O(A) QP sl(A)) = -O(A ) (s!(A) QP O(A)). 
This is equivalent to saying 
a(sf(A4))J(a(c)* = 0. 
Thus the first statement follows from 2.6. The reiation coming fromf : A + B is 
itxmediate. The last trvo statements are proved similarly using 2.k Cl , 
Frft a differential a : A + A on an algebra A we denote by A@) the algebra 
which is A as a graded algebra nd 
d(A(d)) = d(A) + 3. 
For a differential a : C + Con a coalgebra C we denote by C(a) the coalgebra which 
is C as a graded coalgebra nd 
d(qa)) = d(C) + a. 
With this notation and Lemma 3.1 we can now make the main definitions of 
this section. 
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3.2. Definition. The closs~~ying coalgebra funcror 
B : Al@) + Coalg(R) 
assigns to each algebra A the coaigebra 
B(A) = 7%1(A)) (S(A)) 
and to each morphism f : A + A’ the morphism 
Bq) = T’(s1q))(S). 
Observe that Bv) : B(A) --+ B(A’) is a morphism of coalgebras by 3.1. 
3.3. Definition. The imp algebra 
St : + Alg(R) 
assigns to coalgebra the algebra 
= W’ (W)) 
and each morphism g C -+ the morphism 
62(g) T(s’1 
Observe that S2@) Q(c) WC’) is a morphism 
Notation. For an algebra A let r(A) : B(A) + A be the natural morphism of 
graded modules of degree - 1 which is the composite 
B(A) + IB(A) @I (A 1) +d(A)+I(A)-,A. 
For a coaIgebta C let r(C) : C + St(C) be the natural morphism of graded modules 
of degree -1 which is the composite 
c+I(c)+s-1 r(C) 
Kr-’ W9) 
) WC) --+ WC?- 
If f : A’ + A” is a morphism of algebras, then 
ft(A’) = 7(A”)B#. 
and if g : C’ + C” is a morphism of coalgebras, then 
$20 r(C) = T(C)‘) f. 
3.5. Proposition. (1) For un algebm A the morphism 
7(A) : B(A)+A 
is a W&ring morphism such that for any twisting morphism T : C + A there is a unique 
morphism fT : C 4 B(A) of coalgebras with r = r(A) fi. 
Proof, That r(A) is a twisting morphism follows from the relations 
J(A ) TV J = -T(A) d(T’(d(A j)). t(A) %(A)= -r(A)6(.4). 
For the universal mapping property let 7’ : I(c) -+ I(A) be such that the composite 
C+I(C)-+I(A)+A 
Hence we have a we’d-de~ned m~rp~~srn fr : @ --, 5(A) of graded ~~~g~bras with 
z = ~(4) fr , and it is unique with respect o this property. En addition, -I)f* = 0 fol- 
laws fram the refation 7 = ?(A) f;. Fart (2) follsws similar@. El 
For an algebra A let a(A ) : S25(A ) +A be the morphism of algebras such that 
given by 3.5(Z), and for a coaigebra C let p(Q : C + SQ(C’) be the morphism of co* 
algebras such that 
given by 3.S( 1). These 
the following theorem 
notations u~ver~ prQ~rt~es in 3.5 combine to yield 
5 : Alg(R) + Coaig(R). 
3.7. Remarks. Additively, the classifying coalgebra BQA) is the ‘“bar COnstruction” 
or, more exactly, the n~rrna~iz~d bar ~~nstru~t~~n of Rosenberg and Maclane [9, 
121. Additively, the loop algebra n(C’) is the “cobar cOnstruction*’ of Adams [ 1 f . 
4. Homotopy properties of the adjunction moaphisms 
We will consider the adjunction morphism a(A) : SW(A) -+A by studying its 
kernel N(A) -+ fzB(A) in the category of algebras. Since Q(A) is split surjective, we 
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can prove that it is a homotopy equivalence by showing the existence of a conical 
contraction (see IV, Section 1) c(A) on IN(A). which in addition will be a functor 
in A . Re~ll for thus that 
is an exact sequence of differential modules plit as graded objects. Similar consi= 
derations will hold for /3(C) : C -+ HS2(C’j. 
4.1. Remark. ! xt j : C --* I(c) be the canonical retraction of C onto I(C) as a dif- 
ferential ntoduie. Let M = C GZ Y be an extended left C-comodule, where 
A(M) = A(C) Q Y, and observe that 
is a morphism of left C-comodules uch that I A(M) = M. For i : I(C) + C, the 
kernel of E(C) : C -+ R, observe further that 
is the cokernel of A(M) : M* C’s M, and 
is the kernei of r : Cisr AI + hf. 
Si’e define inductively 
Y(O)= Y, and Y(n-- 1) = I(C) a Y(n) for negative integers n. 
i(n) : Ce Y(n) + Cs C 59 Y(n) 
denote A(C) GB Y(n), let 
j(n): CeCa Y(n)-,Ce Y(n--1) 
1 
denote C3p j o Y(n), and let l 
* 
c 
d(rt) = i(ri- 1) i(n). i 
The canonical resolution of C 4p Y = M is 
Ccep Y-mBC@Y(O)d’O’CGB CoY(-1) cfGU _____+ . . . + 08 c $3 Y(n-1) + . . . 
Next let 
r(n) : c Q c Qp Y(n) -+ c 69 Y(n) 
denote Ce e QP Y(n j, let 
s(n): Ce Y(rz-l)+c@ cs Y(n) 
denote C 8 i QP Y(n- 1 ), and let 
c(n-1) = S(F?-l)r(ll-- 1) : c4ccc Y(w-1)+Cla c dql). 
NOW the canonical resolution of C 8 Y = M is the direct sum of the identity 
c a Y --) C 8 Y with the resolution 
~-*CeY(--l)-~1)*CaCY(-l)=c@cCY(-2)-L... 
of zero, and c is a humutopy of the fatter resolution to zero such that cz = 0. 
Note particularly that C(H) is a morphism of left C-comodules, and a11 the terms 
c B C 9 Y( --n) are naturally isomorphic to C s f(c)“’ cs M. 
4.2. Remark. If A is an algebra with &A )” = 0 and d(A) = 0, then B(A) = T’(sljP )) 
as a coalgebra nd &(A) = 0. Moreover. for the tensor coalgebrs T’(X) the co- 
mutt iplicat ion 
AT’(X) : T’(X) --* ‘I”(X) s T’(X) 
restricts to an isomorphism IT’(X) --* T’(X) e X, and hence IT’(X) has canonically 
the structure of an extended T’(A’)comodule. 
In order to study W&l ) and N(A) in this case where 1(.4 )’ = 0 and &I) = 0. we 
divide the canonical resolution into two parts: 
O-+R -+T’(X)+IT’(X)-0 
and the canonical resolution of IT’(X). The above considerations in4.1 apply to the 
canonical resolution of IT’(X) by 4.2. A summand of the anonical resolution of 
/T’(X) = /T’(d(A )) has a conical contraction c’(A) depending functorhlly on A 
by 4.1. After applying the cotensor product R ~T#~x) to the above two parts of the 
canonical resolution for R over T’(X) we have the complexes 
. ..O+O+R ‘)X-d+ . . . . 
The second complex desuspended and assembled as the tensor algebra is just 
ISZH(A) = IT(s-’ T’(X)) = IT(s” T’(sf(A))). 
The first term splits canonically to give a projection IT’(X) + X = d(A) or 
,F-* IT’(X) + l(A), and this i A just or(A) restricted to so1 IT’(X) 4 f(A ). If Y is the 
kernel of this map, then N(A 9 is the assembled subalgebra of the tensor algebra 
T(s” T’(X)), where IN(A ) is the result of assembling 
O+Y--------+ +-c(_AL- J7"(Q2@ "--5[T'(~)3~'---,~ 
Since the sequence 
0 +X *IT’(X) +=, /T’(x)‘@ t-7 .., 
is exact with canonical splittings, we have the following result. 
4.3. Swzm~p~. For algebras A with I(A )’ = 0 and d(,4 ) = 0 there is a conical contrac- 
tion ($4) on /N(A) depending functorially on A. Moreover, ~(‘4) : W(A) -+ A is 
a homotopy equivalence. 
Now we wish to reduce the general case to the special case where I(A)’ = 0 and 
li(A ) = 0 by a suitable filtration on the algebra A, lamely l$ A, where &A = R and 
for i > 0, 
the i- 1 skeleton of A. Then the higraded algebra E”(A) has the property that 
@(A )l = 0 and rK0(.4) = 8 = 0. Moreover, the filtration on A induces a filtration 
on S(A ) such that 
E”B(A ) = R(E”(A )) = T’(sl(l?(A ))), 
k-“s2dl(A ) = Pt?%(A j = S-iT’(sl(Et’(A ))) , 
and on N(A ) such that 
has a conical contraction depending functorially on A. 
Observe that IN(E~IN(A )) is isomorphic to a cocone C’( Y@)), where the iso- 
morphism depends functorially on A, and there is a sequence of morphisms 
h, : E,o(IN(A )) --, I$IIV(A ) 
of graded modules uch that the composite 
E;(llV(A )) -+ F, IN(A ) + E;(‘N(A )) 
is the identity. Thus the morphism Yip) + EF&V(A), which is the restriction of 
the isomorphism C’(Y(p)) 3 tip/N(A), composed with h, : E”(lN(A)) + FplN(A) 
defines by the adjointness properties of C’ a morphism &, : c! (Y(p)) + F#N(A)) 
such that the composite 
C’( Y(I)) + F&IN(A)) -+ fi”p (lN(A )) - + C’( Y@)) 
is the identity. Thus there is a sequence of isomorphisms 
fp : Fp(IN(A))+ u E~(h’V(A)) 
i<p 
depending functoriafly on A for each p such that fp+l is an extension of fp. This 
discussion yields immediately the following theorem, which is an extension of 4.3, 
using the above isomorphism 
f :lN(A)-d E;lN(A), 
i 
where f I Fp(IN(A)) = fp. 
If sn(c’, -+ N(C) is the coalgebra ookernel of o(c) : C + HZ(c). then we haw the 
following theorem by the chat argument, where the details are left to the reader. 
5. Acyclicity of the universal bundles and extended loop classifying adjointnes 
We continue to use the notation r(c) : C -+ Q(c) and T(A) : B(A) -+ A for the 
canoniual twisting morphism, where C is a coalgebra nd A is an algebra. 
S. 1. Definition. ( I ) Fsr a erralgebra C, the k$ universal burtdle of 6* is the 
(C’, St(C))-bundle 
and the tighr universal brc~dk of C is the (Q(c), abundle 
(2) For an afgebra AD the ri’ht universal bundle of A is the (B(A). A )-bundle 
Note that 
EK(R) = R = EL(R), 
and that there are natural morplnisms 
R -+ EJC?’ EL(C) -+ R 
su& that the composite is the identity. Similarly, 
WR(Rj = R = W,(R) 
and the p&s 
R +ER(C3-+R, R + WR(A)-+R, R -, WL(A)+R 
compose to the identity. 
Roof. Let 
T: C? (Co%,) X ~__(,Co~)- e_E~(lz) -. 
be the st)tc’tvwr pmiuct assembly functor as in I, Section 4. As differential 
R-modules, I!$ (C) is isomorphic to F-.4 d(X), where X = T(C, U,(R)). Since the 
sequence * 
0 -a R --, Ci,,(#R) --, u _. ,(R) -4 -.. 
is split exact over R, EC’(X) is contractible tu R. By 4.4 the morphism R 3 E,(C) 
is 9 iwmotopy equivalence in C,(R). The same statement holds for R + ER(C). 
Part (Z ) td the proposition follows by a dual proof. r”3 
5.3. Notation. Let I : C -+ A be a twisting morphism for an algebra A and a coalge- 
bra C. Let ilf lx 3 right A -module and Y a left Gcomodule. Let 
denote the conk)’ Isite 
Then Dd, = --df by 1.2 and AI Q, Y denotes RI B Y with the differential d(M a Y) +Jr. 
kt A’ be it left A -module stnd X a right C-comodule. Let 
denote the composite 
Then LU, = $ by I .2 and X GB r N denotes X cgi Iv with the differential d(X ~SJ IV’) - d,. 
: C-U and 7’ : C-tA’,a two-sided 
a left A ‘*module N, it follows that : 
5.4. Remarks. For twisting morphisms 7
C-comodule X, a right A-module M, and 
(1) X ?TP, A’ is a left Ccomodule, 
(2) M Q;p, X is a right C-comodule, 
(3) M 697 (X ay Iv) = (M GB, X) a++ Iv. 
For twisting morphisms 7 : C + A and 7‘ : C’ 3 A, a two-sided A-module .W, a 
right Cxomodule X, and a left Ckomodule Y, it follows that: 
(1) X 4~~ M is a right A -m&ule, 
(2) M ~b,e Y is a left A -module, 
(3) (X 9, M) @*’ Y = x Qpt (lv @$ Y). 
5.5. Remarks. For an algebra A we have canonical isomorphisms 
For a coalgebra C we have canonical isomorphisms 
5.6. Notation. Fur an algebra A, let 
For a coi4lgebra C, let 
5.7. Definition. An cxtemid cmz~gebru is a triple (X, C, Y) such that C is a coalgebra, 
X is a right C-comodule, and Y is a left C-comodule. A morphism (X’, c’, Y) 4(X, C, Y) 
of extended ..,ualgcbras is a triple (II. U, w), where u : C’ + C is 3 morphism of co- 
algebras and u : A? + X and w : Y’ + Y are morphisms of different i;tl R-modules 
such that 
are cummuta t ive. _- _.Y 
The category Coalg(R) is the category of extended coalgebras and murphisms 
with composition being induced by composition in e+(R). 
5.8. Definition. An UXWW.M alpbra is a triple Qt. A, Af) such that A is an algebra. 
I, is 3 right A-module, and M is a left A-module. A morphism (L, A, M)+(L", A", M") 
of extended algebras i a triple (u, u, w), where u : A -+ A” is 3 morphism of algebras 
anrd II : L -+ Lff and w : 151 -+nr” are morphisms of differential R-modules uch that 
are commutative. 
The category Alg(R) is the category of extended algebras and morphisms with 
composition being induced by composition in C,(R). 
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The function assigning (R, C, R) to a coalgebra C is a full embedding _--- 
Galg(R) + Coalg(R), and the function assigning (R, A, R) to an algebra A is a full 
embedding Alg(R) + Alg(R). 
5.9. kf’inition. For an extended coalgebra (X, C, Y) define the ~~ren&cl ~IOP alge- 
bra C&K C, Y), also denoted (Q&Q, Q(C), S+(Y)), to bc 
(X “c E’LtC)’ St(C), ER(C) f’C’ y). 
For a morphism (u, u, W) : (A”, C’, Y’) --* (X, C, 17 of extended coalgebras define 
where a slight abuse of notation is used. 
5.10. Definition. For an extended algebra (L, A, M) define the extended class~f#zg 
coalgebra B(L, A, M), also denoted (&A (t ), M(A ). 13, (M’)), to be 
(I, QQ ~+‘,4(A)J&U, w,(A) %A bf-). 
For a morphism (~4, U, HP) : (L, A,, I’@ + (L”, A”. M”) of extended algebras define 
B(u, u, w) = (14 6QA Wk(U), B(u). WR (0) %A w), 
where again a slight abuse of notation is used. 
For an algebra A we denote by B(A) : @A) + A the composite 
$(A)(A a e(B(&) B A): 
For a coalgebra C we also denote by U(C) : C + z(c) the composite 
CC@ MW9) @OW-?: 
5.11. hoposition. (1) FM aft algebra A the mczrphism O(A) : g(A) + A is a morphism 
of twcr-sided A-mduules which is a htrmotopy equivalence of either kft or tight 
A +twdu Ies. 
(2) For a coalgebrtr C the morphism O(C) : C + i!?(C) is 4 mophism of two-sided 
C-comodules which is a hamotopy eqrrf’~~al@nce of either ieft or right C-mmodu~es, 
Proof. For (l), check first that O(A) is a morphism of two-sided A-modules. Then 
filter e(A) by letting FP@(A)) = F (&_(A))@ A, where FP WL(A) is the p-skeleton 
of %(A), and filter A by skeletons. 6 ith these filtrations, 
&?(A)) = W#)eA, 
Of.4 j is filtration preserving, and 
F’)(O(A )) * EU(iG(d¶ )) -+ Eq4) A . 
is a homotopy cquivafence in C?+(R) by S +&. 3 It follows readily that O(A) is a homo- 
topy equivalence of right A-m~duies. The fact that it is a homstopy equivalence of 
left A-mod&s follows similarly. Part (2) follows by a dual argument. &i 
5.12. Remark. For an extended algebra (L, A, M), one has 
For an extended caalgebra (S, C, u), one has 
5.13. D&titian. For an extended algebra (L, A, M) let 
5.14. 0eftition. For an extended coalgebra IX, C, r) let 
&.xt c, r) : (X it )3 + mm c Y) 
be thp morphism (PC(x), B(c), &$Y)), where pIC) : C -* &2(C) is the adjunction 
morphism for St -( 8, ~&‘)is the compusite 
and pC(Y) is the compcrsile 
5.15, Tkeowm. The above motphisms and functors yield an adjoin t pair 
(a, 0) : Q -+ B : Alg(R) -+ Coalg(R). 
(1 )fof an extended algebra (L, A, M) the morphism ML, A, M) is a triple of 
matphisms in e+(R) each of which is un R-spiit epimorph;sm and a homotopy 
equbalettce, 
Roof. One checks adjointness easily. Then 
Filter this by 
where !$,@a 8 q,#) B(A )) is the p-skeleton. Then it follows that 
E’“(R BM) (B& )N = “%“,t (Ia ) @ Q&I )I- . 
Filtering 1.. Q @A ) similarly, we have also that 
E”(I, @,,I @A ,) = E”(R, (1, )) Qp A , 
Since slrr(A ) -+ A is a split epimorphism which is a homotopy equivalence, it follows 
that 
is a split epimorphism which is a homotopy equivalence, so 
is also. Using 5.1 !, L @A 6&4!!) -, h is a split epimorphism which is a homotopy 
equivalence. This proves that Q(L) has this property, and a similar argument shows 
that aA tJ$) has this property. Thus each mcxphism in the triple 
@, A, hf) = [ad IL), a(A)* $#f)) 
is a split epimorphism which is a homotopy equivalence. 
Part (2) is established by dualizing the argument used for part ( 1). and the 
theorem is proved. II3 
111. Simpiicial sets and fibrations 
This part is devoted to outlining those properties of chains on simphcial sets which 
are needed to study the homological properties of fibrations. in particular we recon- 
sider both the Sette calculation of Et and E2 of the spectral sequence of the filtta- 
tion coming from a map and the Eilenbetg-Zilbet heorem. In this way we move to 
the geometric setting for the homological algebra developed in the previous two parts. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic definitions in the theory of 
simplicial sets, see for example xpos& by J. Moore in 191. 
1. Simpficial sets, Map(X, Y) and homotopks 
For each naturaI number ft let An denote the simplicial set which is the standard 
n-simplex, 2nd let i,l be the standard nondegenerate n-simplex in (A& The function 
which assigns to each morphism of simplicial sets f : AtI + A’ the element fii,) E ,I’,# 
is a bijection onto the set Xn. Frequently we will make this identification between 
the singular n-simplexes of X, i.e. morphisms A,, + X, and elements of X,. 
We denote 1 he category of simplicial sets by Atsets) and mote generally the cate- 
gory of simplicial objects over a category Sy by A(%). The product of simplicial sets 
X X Y has the ptoptty that (X X Y),, = X,r X Y,* as sets. 
I .I. Definition. For two simplicial sets X and Y, the mapping simphcial set Map(X, Y) 
is defined by 
MaPfX. y)lt = Atsets) (A, X X, Y). 
For any morphism u : AP -+ AFI we define 
u* : Map(X, Y’& +Map(X, Yjp 
by the relation 
In particular, 
MapW. Y& = &sets) (X, Yj. 
Further, 
IHap : A(sets)* X Atsets) + A(sets) 
is a functot. 
Moreover, Map(X, Y) has the property that there is a natural isomotphism 
Map(X X Y, Z) + Map(X, Map(Y, Z)). 
In the language of category theory, Atsets) is a Cartesian closed category with intet- 
nal morphism functor Map. 
A patI1 (e&e path) between two O-simplexes x, .v’ E X, is a sequence x =x0, 
“1, l *a. x, = x’ in X, and a sequence cl, . . . . c, E X, of 1 -simplexes such that 
cl*Ci =Xi_~' d*Ci =xi Or dnL'i =-ri' d~,ci=xi_l. 
Two zero simplexes being connected by an edge path is ai equivalence relation on 
*o* 
1.2. tkfinition. Two morphisms fl g : X + Y between simplicial sets are hamoropk 
provided there is an edge path in Map(X. ,3 betweenfand g. 
Far a simpliciaf set X, let C,(X;M) denote the chains of X with coefficients in 
the R -module M. Then 
CJ - ;M) : P(sets)+ e+(R) 
is a functor. A homotopy betwrenf; g : X -+ Y induces a chain homotopy between 
C*cf; dsf), C&T; M) : CJX, M) + C,( Y, M). Hence it follows that 
1.3. Rematlr. For a pair of simplicial sets (X, A) there is a cocartesian square 
where + is the simplicial ptlint. The functor (X, A) )- X/A is the functor coadjoint 
to the natural inclusion functor from the category of pointed simpliciai sets to the 
category of pairs of simplicial sets. A morphism f : (X, A ) + ( Y, B) of pairs of 
sinrplicial sets is an excision morphism iff’: X/A -+ Y/B is an isomorphism of - 
pointed simplicial sets. In this case 
C,cjc;M-) : C&Y, A;M)-+C,(Y, B;bf) 
and hence 
are isomorphisms. 
1.4. Definition. The pskeletcwz FpX of a simplicial set X is empty for p < 0 and 
[Fp Q consists of all An + X which factor h, --* AP + X. 
c%?iir~y (FP Xjn = X, for y > N, and WC filter the chains by 
FP C,(X; IV) = C,( Fp X; M-J. 
This is the filtration by skeletons. 
A simplex  E Xn is nondegenerate provided x $E;;, _ #‘Jr. The nondegenerate 
simplexes project o a basis of C$X). Since E~,$‘*(X) = 0 for q # 0. we have 
E; &*(X) = HP(X). 
7 * 
and the spectral sequence collapses. 
2. Coalgebra and carnodule structures on chain modules 
For a simplicial set X, the set Xn is a basis for CJX) (the unnormalized chains 
of X). Let 
be the Aiexander-tech-Whitney morphism. For A(C,(X)) abbreviated to A, we 
have for u E X, , 
where 7 is the last face operator and do is the O* face operator. Let L: : C,(X) + R 
be the morphism such that e(u)= 1 for u E X0. The triple (C+(X), A, E) is a coalge- 
bra. 
2.1. Remark. The triple (C,(X), A, e) is a coalgebra, nd C, : A(sets) + Coolg’(R) 
is a functor, where Coal&R) is the category of all coalgebras (not just connected 
ones). Moreover, when C&Y’) is fiitered by F,, C+(X) = C,(Fp X’), where F,, X is the 
p-skeleton of X, the morphism O(C,(X)) is f&ratio3 preserving 
For the latter statement recall that an rt-simplex of AP is an increasing sequence 
(iO, . . . . i,) of mtegers between 0 and p such that 
di( i, , l .) i,J = (i,, ..-, $& 
(d,)‘~~ (i, , . . . . in) = ($+ . . . . in ). 
Now the numbers of distinct vertices in (io, . . . . in) and in (i,, . . . . in_+) together with 
(inw_jl ro.t in) are the same. 
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Let X and Y be simpliAal sets. Let X CB Y denote the fi‘iltered simplicial set such 
that 
F,(Xcu)=XX Y 
and 
where A’ and Y are Were4 by skeletons. Filtering X X Y by skeletons, we have a 
unique morphism i(V) : X a Y -4 X Y such that F_.,(i(V)) is the identity 011 
Fm(Xsr)=XX Y. 
Next C&k’ GS Y) is a filtered eoalgebra such that 
F&lx rg )3 = CJF$X -a Y)), 
c,(i(V)) is a morphism of fiitered coalgebras, and 
E°C,(i(V)) : EO(C,(X@ Y)) -+ EqC,(X x y)) 
is a morphism of coalgebras. Looking at basis elements, one sees easily That 
and this implies that 
Thus one has that 
is a morphism of coalgebras. 
2.2. Remark. The morphism E* C&(V)) is 
v:c~(X)ecy(Y)+cf(X x y), 
the subdivision (or shuffle) morphism of the Eilenberg-Zilber theorem; see [ I2 1. 
The other morphism f of the Eiienberg-Zilber theorem is the composite 
which has the property that f V=fEk&(V)) is the identity on C$(+X’) @ C:(Y). 
The preceding discussion leads to an alternative proof of the Eilenberg-.Mber 
theorem together with the addendum that the subdivision morphism of coaigebras; 
see [ 13, 8 181. Note that it is rarely the case that f is a morphism of coalgebras. Es- 
sentially this only occurs if’ one of X and Y is discrete, in which case f is an isomorphism. 
3. The category Mor(A(sets)) 
For any category % let Mar(%) denote the category whose objects are morphism 
f : S’ + X in % and whose morphisms (N, u) : f-+g are pairs of morphisms (II, u) 
in % such that the following diagram is commutative: 
Composition in Mar(%) is induced by cotnposition of pairs in -%. Note that % can 
be identified wrth the full subcategory of Mor(% j determined by the identity mor- 
phisms in 5X. 
Ckarly, forf : A” -+ X and g : Y’ -+ Y in Mar(%), 
fng:X'nY'-+Xnk 
is the product off and g in the category Mor(%). 
3.1. Defmition. For f’ : X’ + X and g : Y * --) Y in Mor(A(sets)), the mapping simpli- 
ciai sort Maw g) is defined by 
M3PU; R), = MorfA(sets)) (An X /; gj. 
For any morphism u : AP + An we define u* : Map(ll g),, + MapCfl gjp by the x-la- 
tion 
uytr, v) = @(o x x’j, v(u x x)). 
In particular , 
MagCf, R)O = MoWseW) (fl 91. 
Further, 
Map : Mlsr(Ajsets))* X iulor(A(sets)) --)r A(sets) 
is 3 functor. In the language of category theory, Mor(A(sets)) is enriched over the 
cartesian closed category A(sets). 
3.2. Definition. Two morphisms (u, u), (&.I’) : f + g between morphisms of sim- 
plicial sets are hmzotopic provided there is an edge path in MapCf. g) between (u, u) 
and (u’, v’). 
3.3. Deftition. Let n : E + B be a morphism of simplicial se:s, i.e. and object of 
Mor(A(sets)). The ?&verse image filtration F;E on E is defined by I?(F~ B), 
where FpB is the skeleton filtration on B. 
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FpB --..--..-...---_+ B 
For an R-module M we define 
C,( - 3’) : Mor(A(sets)) JRB+e+(R), 
where for R in Mot(A(sets)) the filtered differential R-module is defined by 
F,C,(rr : hi’) = C,(E, M), F&(n : iIf) = C,(F;E : M). 
For a morphism (al, U) : TI -+ n’ we have 
u(F;Ej c F;‘E’, 
1 
since o(FpBj C F,,B’, and thus C,@, u) : C,( n. Mj -+ CT&‘. M) is defined. The 
n-inverse image fil t tat ion is regular. 
3.4. Remark. If two nlorphisms (14, u), (u’, u’) : n -+ ii’ ate homotopic, then C&c, v) 
and C&‘, Q’) : C&r, M) + C,(n); M) ate homotopic in F+ C+(P); see I, 3.5. 
Before calculating El {n : M”) in the next section, we consider briefly the Eilenbetg- 
Zilhet theorem in the context of Mor(A(sets)). 
Letq :E, -+B, andn, :E, +I2 be two motphisms of simplicial sets, and form 
the product nl X n2 =n:k+B,wheteE=E, XElandB=B, X&.Thetensor L 
product 
npn2:EpE2-+BlaB2 
is the morphism of filtered simplicial sets, where 
FJB, QD B21 = B, X B,, F;@, 8 B21 = I- 1 
r+s=p 
I;;@\ 1 X FSIB2) 
FJEp E,)=E, X E,, c(El QSI E2) = d(F;(B, QP B,)) 
In other words, the following diagram is Cartesian: 
F’(EI cs E2) -----+FE(E,o E$=E, X E2 
I I 
FZ(n, @A*)= 7qX n2 
Fp”‘Bl QP B21 ------+F~(Bp B,)=B, X B, 
Let C,( ITS B TQ, M) be the filtered differential R-module such that 
F’C&r, Q r2. hf) = CJF;(E, e E2), M), 
I’ 
snd observe that there is 3 natural subdivision morphism 
AC,@] x q : C*b, x fl-$ -+ C,@, x “2) oC*(q x q, 
where F_ A C,(n 1 X q ) = AC,(El X EJ). This composed with C&t X n2) + C&rl) 
induced by the projection nl X IT? --+ nl tensored with C&Q X Q) + C&Q) 
induced by the project ian z1 X IQ + n2 yields the morphism 
4. Calculation of the El-term of C&T: hi) 
Recall that for n : E --$ B 3 morphism of simplicial sets viewed as an object 
in Mor(A(sets)) and a morphism / : B’ -+ B of simpiiciat sets, there is a Cartesian 
square in A(sets): 
E, -r----+ E 
“r 
i I n 
B’ -_-if__--, B 
Then f, 1) : nf -+ n is a morphism in Mor(A(sets)). For the special case FpB’ = 
B’ the morphism f factxs through FpB. 7 factors through FpE, and FpEf = Ef 
Let B,, denote the subset of nondegenerate n-simplexes in B,, for a simpiiciai set 
B. 
For IA E B,, where ti : A, + B, we denote by i : A, + B the restriction of td to 
the boundary AN = Fe __ 1 An af A,. When N E l& we consider the Cartesian square 
in the category of pairs of simplicial sets: 
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4.1. Remark. The above morphisms lIU,B u and I&,B z are excision morphisms. 
From this we have an isomorphism of difgrential R-moPdules 
u 
Udp 
Cp+q@‘uw EtiaW -+ E;,(C,(n;M)) t 
Let Ai denote the boundary of A, minus the j* face for 0 Qj <p. Thus we have t 
a morphism of triples 
where uj is u restricted to A/ . Further, the natural excision morphism 
&(A 
*P 
P_ 1, bP_ t) + <h,. AL) induces an excision morphism 
4 : (E+, Eqdjci+@‘~. Eui>- Let 
die”, : Hp+q(E,. E. ina) 4H@-l)+q(Edfu’ Ewo*;“) 
u 1 
be the composite 
4.2. Remark. The preceding calculations how 
the issmorphism in 4.1 yields an isomorphism 
that the homology functor applied to 
and if 
i(u) : Hp+q(Eu. Eli30 + Ei q(G(OO~ , 
is the canonical injection, then the differential d’ is determined by the formula 
for tl E BP, where i(djU) is to be interpreted as zero if (‘if4 is degenerate. 
Supposing that 0 G i Gj Gp and taking into account he fact that under these 
xnditions d+ij = dj_ Idi, there is a commutative diagram 
0 0 0 
J 4 J 
in C?(R) with exact tows and columns. This implies that the composite connecting 
morphism taken from the top row and right-hand column is the negative of that taken 
from the left-hand column and bottom row. As a consequence, 
Lf.(djU)dj(tO =dj__t(diu)‘itd :H,+,(‘u.E[;;M, -+~‘~_2)+q(E~.d,u* Ea d UI.;n-r)* . . 
Thus E~&&r;Af)) is just the normalized chains of B with coef&:nts in’aieneral- 
ized local coefficient system on B determined by n and M. This completes the ana- 
lysis of the prespectral term of the Serre spectral functor on Mor(A(sets)). 
4.3. Remark. For 71 equal the identit’j; on B, 
‘ 
E; qtC&c M’); = 
cQ;nfj 
o * 
for q =O, 
. for q # 0. 
This affords yet another proof that either chains or normalized chains may be used 
to define homology on A(sets), and that when this category is viewed as a full sub- 
category of Mor(A(sets)), the natural chains to use are the normalized ones. 
5. The spectral sequence of a fibration 
5.1. Definition. A simplicial map n : E -+ B is an R-fibration if it is surjective and 
Ifs(‘~ i Edit ~ - R) = 0 for each u E BP and 0 G i 6 p. (We are using the notation Eu , 
etc., introduced in the previous ection.) 
The condition implies that H,(E;, 9 Edi,, , *M) = 0 for any R-module b! and a little 
calculation shows that it also implies that If,&?& EU,+) = 0. Hence 
‘j(ld) 1 fip.+tt(Eu* El;; Ml + I{‘__ 1 )+qtEdjll* Etd G)e ; w 
* I 
is an isomorphism for p > 0. and letting zij denote the cokposite of u with the j* 
vertex of A!], 
ffp+q(k-u, t$M) -+ H&El, .; M-) -+ H,c’:;l ; M), 
J 
and this isomorphism is independent of i. 
5.2. Remark. We have an isamorphism of graded R-modules 
1 1 
Ur-BP 
Hq(E,, ; M) + E; ,(CJn; M-)), . 
and if B is connected, EL q(C,(a;ttl)) is the normalized chains of B with coefficients 
in a classical local coeftlcktt system. 
If B is not connected, then n splits as a coproduct in Mor(A(sets)), each factor of 
which has for base in connected component of 13. The functor C*( - ;M) on Mor(A(sets)) 
preserves coproducts, and the object n is an R-f&ration if and only if each component 
is an R-fibration. 
Let n : E + B be an R-fibration. If f is a path in B from 6’ to b”, then fdetermines 
an isomorphism 
5.3. Definition. The R-fibration n is sit~zple at M if whenever f’and g are two paths 
in B from 6’ to b”, then 1 = g : iX,&Eb# ; Icr, 3 H,(Eb” ; M). It is sim@e if it is simple 
at L’U for every R-module M. 
tt is always the case that ?; ip simple when B is simply connected. This yields a 
new derivation of the following theorem. 
5.4. Theorem (Serre). Let II’ : li’ + 8 be an R-flbtatiun which is simple at M am-l 
suppose B is connected with b E B. Then 
E: * ,(c,(n; M)) = C:(B) GJ Hq(Eb ; MI 
in C,(R ), where c(B) &motes the normalized chains Of‘B with coej@vkrtts iaR. 
The natural morphism n+ B X n in Mor(A(sets)) itxirrces 
Ek’,(n;M) --P&B, ~9 Ek,(n ; M), 
1 ad E a,q(C*(n; II-f)) is an extertdtd lef’r C$@)comodule. Mence 
E’ (C& ; WI = @@) QP H,(E6 ; M) 
as C? &R)comodules, and this identification is independent uf’b up to natural 
equivalence. 
5.5. Rem& Let gl and 79 be simple R-fibrations TV :h connected bases, and let 
b, EB1 and b2 W&J. Then 
E’G&, 8 nZ;~fl = I QE c(! .&(&,r X ‘st;“>. 
Et(V) is the tensor product of the subdivision m asm ot the Eilenberg-Zilber 
theorem with &(&r X Eb2;M), and El v) may dentified with the other morphism 
of the Eilenberg-Zilber theorem. 
95, Theorem (Eilenberg-Moore). LH n : E + B bLb a
J-f, and suppose B is cmnected with b E B, md let f : 
nf : Ef + l3’ ths induced fibration. ‘Then the nutural rm n -, PI p :* 
Ipcoof. This follows immediately from 5.4 and 1,6,6. !.I 
Finally, there is an isomorphism 
given by 
Xp@ _vq w(-l)“Q_vq 6px 
P 
. 
If one desires to describe Ei (C&r; bf)) directly in the form H,(Eb ;M) o e(B), 
then 
d’4’W : Hp+q(E,’ E$U-l -+H@_i~+qWdiu. Ed ,;W I 
should be (- 1 )q d&u) for u E BP. Then we have 
i 
where 
dli(@ = Z 
or;j<p 
(,- 1 y” i(djU) d?)(U), 
is the canonical injection as earlier. 
6. Remdcs on various types of fibrations 
6.1. Definition. A simplicial morphism n : E + B is a weak fibration if n is surjec- 
tive and whenever 
? 
Efi 
1 
‘Ef 
7 ,E 
v 
I I 
“f 
I 
n 
A’ i f +A -B 
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is a commutative diagram in A(sets) such that the squares are Cartesian and i is a 
homotopy equivalence, then r is a homotopy equivalence. 
(I) A weak fibration is an R-fibration for any ring R. 
(2) A morphism to t?he base of a weak fibration induces a weak fibration over 
its domain. 
(3) Composites of weak fibrations are weak fibrations. 
(4) The projection of a product to one of its factors is a weak fibration. 
(5) Any fibration (i.e. Kan fibrxroll [9,24]) is a weak fibration. 
Recall that the definition of fibration il. k Ccsets) is just the literal translation to 
this category of one of Serre’s alternative definitions of fibration in the category 
of spaces and maps; see (25 1. The advantage of weak fibration over fibration is the 
fact that they enjoy G?(4), which is not shared by fibrations unless one restricts 
oneself to simpiicial sets satisfying the extension condition. 
6.3. Remark. For a pointed weak fibration there is a homotopy sequence of the 
usual type. 
For this, note that if 
is a Cartesian square of pointed simplicial sets such that either II or f is a fibration, 
then there is an exact homotopy sequence 
of Mayer-Vietoris type. Assuming that B is connected, let f be the canonical fitira; 
tion over B with B’ contractible, and the sequence becomes 
If n is a weak fibration with fibre F, there is a canonical morphism i : F +E” whrch 
is a homotopy equivalence, and the exact sequence above becomes the homotopy 
sequence of the weak fibration n. 
IV. The collapsing theorem 
The object of this part is to prove the main theorem of the paper concerning 
the collapsing of the induced fibration spectral sequence for the fibratiorr BU + BG. 
This involves a deeper analysis of certain homotopy properties of thu functors B 
and $2; in particular, their behavior eIative to contractible algebras and coalgebras. 
The main preliminaries needed for the collapsing theorem are two splitting 
theorems: Theorem 3.6, which says that for certain injective morphisms i : I) + E 
of coalgebras there is a morphism of algebras g : Q(E) + a@) with gQ(i) = a>(o), 
and Theorem 2 5, which says that for certain surjeetive morphisnts n : A -+ A” of 
algebras there is a morphism of coalgebras s : B(A”) + B(A) with B(n) s = &A”). 
From the algebra splitting theorem we will be able to construct a morphism of alge- 
bras 
$(A, A’) : PtB(As A’)+ W(A)@ QB(A’) 
whidl is functorial in A and A’; see 5.5. 
1. Cones and cwones 
Recall that a projective in the category P (R) is an object P such that P,* is 3 pro- 
jective R-module for all integers M and such that there exists c f [P, P] with c2 = 0 
and DC = P, i.e,, J(P) c + c d(P) = P. Such 3 morphism c of degree +J is called a 
conical contructim. Similarly, an injective is an object which is injective in all de- 
grees and has a conical contraction. With respect o R-split sequences, the objects 
in C(R) with conical contractions are both relative injectives and relative projec- 
tives. This results from three sets of adjoint pairs considered in [ 14, 58 1 which we 
review here. 
1.1. Notation. Let d be an abelian category. Let J : G(A) + E?(A) denote the 
inclusion, where rl(J(A)) = c9 on the gaded object A in e!,aQ). For 3 differential ob- 
ject X in e(A ) we have the following exact sequence over G(X): 
0 -+Z(xpX - dcT’-+x~z~(x)+o. 
9.2. Remark. There are adjoint relations Z’ --I J and J -I 2. In other words, any 
morphism X + N in C(Sa ), where L&V) = 0, factors uniquely as 
x -+ Z’(x) + N, 
and similarly any morphism M -+ X in C(d), where ti(M) = 0, factors uniquely 3s 
M ~Z(.xpX. 
The functor J is exact and fai9hfut. 
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1.3. Notations. Let R : e(d ) + Q(d) denote the structure reduction functor 
which assigns to a differential object A’ its underlying graded object. The cone func- 
tar 
and the cocone functor 
are defined by the relations 
as graded objects. The morphisms 
is defined using the ider:tity A, + A,l and zeros between other factors, and the same 
for K(A),,. In terms of elements K”(A)&, y) = (0, x) fo’r x f & J* E A,+I. 
1.4. Remark. There are adjoint relations C’ -t R and R + C. The functors C‘, R and 
C are exact and faithful. 
For e(sQ ) = e(R) we can make explicit in terms of elements the adjunction 
morphisms (a’, $1 : C’ --f R and (4 fl) : R --I C. The morphism a’(X) : C’R(X) --, X 
is given by 
. 
dX),(x. .Y) = x + W),,++j) 
and $(A) : A -+ RC’(A) by 
For (31 )II = A,* @ A, - 1 9 with J(C(*4))&, v) = (_v. 0), the morphism p(X) : X -+CR(X) 
is given by 
andcr(A): KC(A)--4 by 
cr(A),,(x. y) =x. *. 
1.5. Remarks. In Cr(d j we have the split projective class ;PS and split injective class 
9,. By I, 1.3, we use C’ + R : e(d) + Gr(sQ) to reflect sPS into a projective class 
in e(d), called the contractible projective class. The projectives are factors of co- 
cones C’(d), and the epimorphisms are morphisms u : X + Y such that R(u) has a 
right inverse in Gr(A). By 1, 1.3, we use R -+ C : Gr(94) + e(d) to reflect gS into 
an injective class in e(A), called the corltractible injective class. The injectives are 
factors of cones C(A j and the monomorphisms are morphisms u : X + Y sxh that 
R(u) has a left inverse in G(d). 
The functor CR : e(d) + c(d) is the eme functor of e(d), and 
C’R : C?(d) + C?(d) is the cocone fu~rctor of C?(d). The reader can show that 
this definition of the cone functor is isomorphic to the mapping cyclinder defini- 
tion. For s the suspension functor, C’S and C are naturally isomorphic. Hence X 
in e(d) is a contractible projective if and only if it is a contractible injective. Note 
that an object in -P(d) is contractible if and only if it is isomorphic to a cone, or 
equivalently, a cocone. Indeed? iff is any contraction of X, i.e. Of = X, then 
c = fd(w is a conical contraction of X, i.e. DC = X and ,* = 0 and X is a cone 
X = CZX. Moreover, cci(w)c = c. Observe that this also implies that a factor of a 
contractible object is a contractible object. Thus the contractible objects are both 
the projectives for the contractible projective class and the injectives for the con- 
tractible injective class. 
1.6. Remarks. Putting together the adjoint relations of 1.2 and 1.4, we obtain two 
adjaint relations 
J~C’ -+ (Z, R) : e(#f)+Gr(&) X Gr(d), 
(Z’, R)-U@C:Gr(d)X Gr(d)-*C?(sQ). 
If OQ has sufficiently many projectives or injectives, then so does Gr(d ), and we 
can speak of the absolute projective or injective classes in Gr(oQ) X Gr(d). The 
!z~:pertromoklgy projerrive class in e (s4 ) is the reflection of the absolute projective 
class in Gr(IQQ ) X Gr(d ) by the adjoint pair J @ C’ -t (2, R) using I, 1.3. The hyper- 
honrofo~ injectivc class in e(d) is the reflection of the absolute injective class in 
Gr(d) X Gr(d) by the adjoint pair (2’. R) + J @ C using I, 1.3. 
Moreover, for an arbitrary abelian category sl the first adjoint relation 
I @ C’ -+ (Z, R) gives rise to the split hyperhmology projective class in e(d) as 
the reflection of the split projective class in Gr(s() X Gr(&) using I, 1.3. Also, the 
qcond adjoInt relation (Z(1 R) -Q J @ C gives rise to the @it h_ypethomokgy i@ec- 
rive c&zss ilr~ e(d) as the reflection of the split injective class in Gr(K) X Cr(A) 
using 1, 1.3. In particular, the objects ir c?(d) isomorphic to an object of the form 
X @ Y, where X is contractible and d(Y) = 0, are exactly the split hyperhomology 
projectives and also the split hyperhomcloby injectives. 
2. Splitting theorem for dgebras 
2.1. Defmition. A supplemented algebra A is cmmactible provided I(A) is contract- 
ible in C?+(R). 
In other words, l(A) is isomorphic to the cone C(Z(I(A))i as a differential module, 
where the &morphism may be constructed from the contracting homotopy. This 
condition is equivalent to (E(A) : A 4 R being a homotopy equivalence in e+(R). 
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2.2. Proposition. A supplemented algebra A is contractible if and 0n1y if B(A) is 
iwmurphic to T’(C(sZ(I(A )))) in Coal&R). In particular this implies that H(B(A )) = R . 
Roof. If A is contractible, th?n in e+(R) the natural morphism i : sl(A) + I(B(A)) 
has a left inversefbecause d(A) is contractible and i is a monomorphism in the 
contractible injective class. Now f : l@(A)) + s&A) induces a unique morphism 
f: B(A) + T’(sI(A)) in Coalg(R) which composed with the projection T’(si(A)) + sl(A) 
isf. Filter both B(A) and T’(sI(A)) by their coalgebra filtrations, which in this case is 
just the tensor degree, and observe that EO@) is an isomorphiism using its construc- 
tion from f. Since the coalgebras are connected, the coalgebra filtrations are bicom- 
plete, and hence f is an isumorphism. 
Conversely, if B(A) is isomorphic to T’(C(X)), then the primitive element differ- 
ential module /Y?(A) = s&A) is isomorphic to the cone C(x) = pT’(C(x)), and hence 
I(A) is contractible. This proves the proposition. U 
2.3. Remarir. Since I + p : c,(R) -+ Coalg(R) is an adjoint pair, we see that the 
contractible injective class of ($(R), considered in 1 S, is reflected into Coalg(R) 
by I, 1.3 to what we call the R-split injective class of Coalg(R:). The injectives are 
factors of T’(C(X)), and the monomorphisms are morphisms which are split mono- 
morphisms in eJR). 
Recall that the kernel of a morphism j : A + A” of supplernented algebras i the 
unique morphism i : A’ + A of supplemented algebras uch that I(i) is the kernel of 
I(/) in e+(R) 
2.4. Defmition. A morphism j : A + A” of supplemented algebras i  a fibraticln pro- 
vided it is a split epimorphism when viewed in the category Gr,(R). The fibre of j 
is its kernel i : A’ + A (or simply A’ by abuse of language). 
The next theorem is the basic splitting result for fibrations of algebras. The de- 
composition is a product representation ofB(A) for a fibration j : A + A” in terms 
of B(A”) under suitable hypothesis. 
2.5. Theorem. Let j : A + A” be a fibmtion in Als(R) with fibre i : A’ + A such that 
A’ is contractible. men there is a morphism of connected cualgebrasg : B(A)+B(A’) 
such that gB(i) = B(A’) and 
Borg: B(A)+B(A”‘)nB(A’) 
is an isomorphism. 
Roof. By 2.3 the coalgebra B(A’) is an injective coalgebra relative to R-spli 
morphisms in Coalg(R). Since B(E) is an R-split monomorphism, there exist: a 
g : B(A) + B(A’) with gB(i) = B(A’). 
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For S(i) r g : B(A) + B@“) n l&4’), the morphism L?@(j) r 8) relative to the 
coalgebra filtrations is essentially 
T’(sl(A)) + T’@i(A”)) IT T’(d(,l’)), 
the isomorphism induced by the splitting in C,(R) of 
03I(A’)-*I(A)-,r(A”)30. 
This splitting arises from the fact that &4’) is an injective for tlte graded split injec- 
tive class in e+(R). Since P(fIu) n g) is an isomorphism, Ro) n g is ah an iso- 
morphism, and this proves the theorem. EJ 
3. Splitting theorem for coalgebras 
3.1. Definition. A connected coalgebra C is cmtractibk provided the algebra Q(C) 
is contractible. 
So by 2.1, this means that &Z(c) is contractible in P+(R). 
3.2. Proposition. If D is u simp& comected cmdgebm such that I(D) is contractible 
in e+(R), then Q(D) is iswtu@ic to T(C‘ZI(D j) irt Alg(R), arrd SO D is emtract- 
ibk. 
Roof. Since I(D) is contractible in e+(R), there is an isomorphisnt of degree +l m 
denoted X : C’(x) --, I(D), where X = Z(D), and X is induced by the morphism 
?$‘(x) : X -+ I(D) of degree +I in G(R). Thus r(D)@(X) : X + 1st(D) is a morphisnt 
in Gr(@ and induces x : C’(x) + IO(D) in C,(R). By the universal property of the 
tensor algebra, x : TC ‘(x) -+ St(D) in Al&R). Filtering by powers of the augmenta- 
tion ideals, one sees at once that E’$) is an isomorphism. Since the coalgebra D is 
simply connected, the algebras are connected, and this implies that x is an isomor- 
phism. 
Finally, it is evident hat flC’(Xjj is contractible, and thus D is contractible. 
This proves the proposition. 0
3.3. Exsunple. Let F be a free group on 3 countable set of generators, F’ its commu- 
tator subgroup,j : F --, F’ an isomorphism, and i : F’ + F the natural inclusion. For 
u = ii let G be the colimit of the countable system. 
F&-F-L . . . &FL . . . . 
The group G is its own commutator subgroup and has cohomological dimension 2. 
The cualgebra B(R [Cl) has trivial homologyJ@(R [Cl)) is contractible to zero in 
e+(R), but R(R [Cl, is not 3 contractible coalgebra since 
MRIGI): WR[Cl)+R(4;) 
is a homotopy equivalence in e+(R). Thus the simple connectivity hypothesis is 
necessary in 3.2. 
In the nonsimply connected case we have the following result. 
3.4. Reposition. Let D 15s a conrlected coal&bra such that l(D) is a ptujective itl 
GrJR). The11 D is contractible ifattd WI& ifH(I(D)) = 0 arld H&(D)) = R, 
Proof. If D is contractible, this means that IS?(D) is contractible, and so 
H&2(D)) = R. Since D + &S>(D) is a homotopy equivalence by II, 3.5, and 
!I(M2(D)) = R by L.c c 3 3 it follows that H(D) = R and H(I(D)) = 0. 
Conversely, since H&2(D)) = R 9 the local coefficients are trivial in the Serre 
-I spectral sequence for EL(D) and I;, = D CZJ H(Q(D)) because, in addition, D is pro- 
jective in Gr+(I?). Since H(I(D)) = 0 and l(D) is projective in Gr+(R), I(D) is con- 
tractible! and so the natural inclusion St(D) -+ EL(D) is a homology equivalence be- 
cause the f? terms map isomorphically. Now H(EL(D)) = R, and so H(fi(D)) = R 
and /1(152(D)) =0. Again KZ(D), being a direct sum of tensor pro,ducts of&(D) 
in GrJR), is projective in Gr+(R). Thus IQ(D) is contractible, wlhich by definition 
means that D is uontractibie. This proves the proposition. U 
Real1 that the cokernel of a morphism i : D’ + D of connected coalgebras i the 
unique morphism i : D --+ D” of connected coalgebras such that /ru) is the cokernel 
of I(i) in (2,(R). 
3.5. Definition. A morphism i : D’ + D of connected coalgebras i a cofibtation 
provided it is a split monomorphism when viewed in the category &JR). The co- 
fibre of i is its cokernel i : D --+ D” (or simply D” bv abuse of Lmguag& 
The following is the first version of the splitting theorem for coalgebras. Note 
that this involves no assumption of simple connectivity. 
3.6. Theorem. ?%e fo!Zuwing ute equivalent fur a connected coahp4bta D:
(1) I) is conttactible, 
(2) d, : ls2(D)1 + fSZ(D)o is a split @morphism in Gr(R), arId Q(O) is a ptu- 
jectivc in Alg(R) tekztive to fibrations, 
(3) filr a cofibratbn i : D + E in Coalg(R) thete exists a motphism g : Q(E) + Q(D) 
such that &Z(i) = 52(D). 
Roof. For (1) * (Z), observe that the first assertion in (2) is immediate from the 
fact that IQ(D) is contractible and isomorphic to a cocone in C,(R). The natural 
injection fSyD) -+ n(D) prolongs to a fibration j : T(ISZ(D)) + S2$D) in Alg(R) with 
fibre i : A -+ T(IQ(D)), where A is contractible. By 2.5 there exists 
g : BT(f Q(D)) + B(A) such that 
gB(i) = B(A) 
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and BQ3 r g : anIQ(D)) + Bst(D) n B(A) is an isomorphism. Thus there exists 
h : n(D) + T(h2(D) with j/z = n(D) and SI(D) is a retract of the projective T(lQ(D)) 
hence a projective. 
Conversely, the first part of (2) implies that there is a cocone X and an R-split 
epimorphism i : X + In(D) in e+(R) which prolongs to a fibration j : 7’(X) + Q(D) 
in Alg(R). The other part of (2) implies that there exists an algebra morphism 
f : 52(D) -+ T(X) with if = a(D). Hence IQ(D) is contractible, being a factor of 
?7’(X) in (3+(R), and (I ) holds. 
For (1) * (3), consider i : D --) E, a cofibration in Coalg(R). Then 
Bn(i) : SQ(D) + Bwl?‘) is a cofibration, and by 2.2, BQ(D) is isomorphic to T’ 
;appiied to a cone. This means that BCZ(o) is an injective relative to cofibrations, 
and there exists k : BsZ(E) --* BCZ(D) such that 
h(BSZ(i)) = BLn(D). 
For g = a@l(E)) SI(hp(E)) we have 
and (3) holds. 
Conversely, let f : D --+ T’(X) be a cofibration with X a cone in C,(R). By (31, 
Q(f) is a split monomorphism in Alg(R), and fQ(D) is a factor of fQT’(X) in C,(R). 
Since KIT’(X) is contractible, IQ(D) is contractible, and this proves the theorem. Cl 
Now we 
coalgebras. 
consider the second splitting theorem, valid only for simply connected 
3.7. Theorem. Let i : 0’ + D be a @bra&n of simply connected coal&bras with 
cofibre j : D + D” and D” confiactible. 7%en there exists g : s2(D”) + Q(D) such 
that S’2(j?g = n(o”). Such a morphism has the property that 
is an isomorphism of a&bras. 
Roof. By 3.6, the algebra Q(D@) is a projective in Alg(R) relative to frbrations. 
Since Q(i) is a fibration, there exists a morphism g : a@“) + St(D) such that 
syik = ND”). 
For the second statement observe that 
g I n(i) : ND”) II st(D’) + O(D) 
preserves the algebra filtration, Le., the filtration by powers of the augmentation 
idleal. Up to natural identifications, EO(g I w) is just the isomorphism 
T(s” I(D”)) 1~ T(s-’ l(D’)) + T(s’ 1 I(D)) 
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induced by a splitting 
0 --+ I(L)‘) --* I(D) --+ l(D”) --, 0 
in C?+(R), The simple connectivity hypothesis implies that the above algebras are 
connected, and so the algebra filtrations are bicomplete, i.e. complete and cocomplete. 
Hence g 4 a(j) is an isomorphism, and this proves the theorem. Cl 
4. Further properties of cofibrations of coalgebras 
For a coi>bration of path-connected spaces X + Y + 2, recall that if X is con- 
tractible, then Y 32 is a homotopy equivalence, and if 2 is contractible and X and 
Y are simply connected, then X + Y is a homotopy equivalence. In this section we 
study the related results for coalgebras. 
4.1. Definition. A deformation cofibration i : D’ -+ D of connected coalgebras i 3 
cofibration such that IO(i) : R2(D’) + ISZ{D) is a homotopy equivalence inC?+(R) 
and there exists g : n(D) --+ Sl(D’) in Alg(R) with gs2(i) = Q(L)‘). 
4.2. Prqwsition. Let i : D’ + D be a cofibratiun of simply connected coalgebras such 
that the cofibre D” is connactibk Thert i : D’ --, D is a def~mtatic~n cofibraticn. 
Roof. This is immediate from 3.7.0 
4.3. Example. For n l;;b 2, let A denote the bouquet St v S” of a l-sphere and an 
n-sphere together with natural inclusions a : S’ +A, i : Sn +A. Let at and i denote 
their corresponding classes in IQ(A) and n,(A), respectively. “Let JY denote the space 
obtained by attaching an (n * I)-cell to A by 2i - P, where i* is the element of 
n,(A) obtained from i by acting with Q. 
For the pair (X, Si) observe that 
&(*, s’; 2) = 0, 7+&X, S’)=O forg<n, 7$(X, S’)PZ[i]. 
Using associative loop spaces, we obtain two algebras A = C,(Q(S1i)) and I’ = C&St(X)) 
and a natural injection f : A -+ I’ over the integers. Now BV) : B(A) -+ B(T’) is a (;o- 
fibration of coalgebras, and the cofibre D has the same homotopy type as C,(X/S’). 
Thus D is contractible. However, By) is not a deformation cofibrattion since 
HpBA) = H&i) = 0 
for $I # 0 and or,@) = n,,(X, Sl) injects into H, _ &M(r)) = fj,, _ r(r)g Further note 
that the space X/S! is contractible. 
4.4. Defmition. A morphism j : D + D” of coalgebras i a swjectiv’e dej?w ,zation 
provided IQ(j) : /St(l)) + IQ@“) is an kplit epimorphism which is a hornotopy 
equivalence in e+(R). 
4.5. Defmition. Let i : D’ -4 be a cofibration of coalgehras. The i-cofibration fil- 
tration on D is the positive filtration FpD, where 
Observe that F’D is 3 coalgebra for all p and FPD -+ D is a cofibration. The i-co- 
fibration f&ration on D coming from i : f? + D is just the skeleton filtration. The 
i-cofibration filtration on D induces 3 t<ltration on Q(D) by setting 
FPs2(D) = S2(FPD), 
&led the i-filtration on Q(D). 
If j : D --+ D” is the cofibre of a cofibration i : D’ + D, where D has the i-cofibra- 
tion filtration, and if D” has the skeleton filtration, then j preserves the filtrations, 
and we can identify l?(D) with L?(D”) @ D’ in e+(R) canonically. If the natural 
morphism E”(Dff) --+ E*(D) in C?+(R) is a morphism of coalgebras, then the cofibra- 
tion is said to split. Assuming H(D’) is projective, we have 
E’(D) = E”(n”) + H(D’) 
in C?+(R) which as a coafgebn we can identify E’fD”) with D”: The cotjbration is 
homologically split provided D” 3 E’(D) is a morphism of coalgebras. 
The proofs of the following proposition and its corollaries are left to the reader. 
4.6. Ropmition. Let i : D’ + D be Q cofibrarilm with cc@brc j : D + D”. und give 
S-I(D) the i-f71tmtion a d Q(D”l the q-filmtim. Then 
E%(D) = E’R(D”) 1c S2(D’j, 
artd the differen hid on E 0 32cD”) is xro. 111 uddition, if H(D’ ) md H(QD’ ) mv pm- 
jfxtives ir Gr(R ), arxf i is hornok,gicQII_J~ split, then 
4.7. C0toU83iy. If i : D’ --, D Ps a cofibration with cofibre j : D 3 D”, H(D’) urrd 
HQ(D’) art? projective in Gr( R), and the cofibrarion is hamlogical& split, them 
E’Q(D) = H(Q(D”)) 1~ H(Sn(D’) . 
4.8. Cor0Uary. rf i : ls + D is a cTqfibmtion with cq!‘ihre j : D + D”, and D’ is con- 
tmctible, then j is a surjmive defomution. 
4.9. Cor&ry. If i : D’ + D (is a cofihrarivn with cofibre j : D 4 D” which is hcmo- 
Iogimily split, H(D’) md HQ[D’) are projective in Gr[R ), and D” is contractible, 
then i is a defkmtion ctlfibratian. 
5. Quasii-Hopf algebras and quasi-commutative coalgebras 
5.1. Definition. A qldasi-llopf‘algebra A is a supplemented algebra A together with a 
morphism F(4) : A + A ;x; A of algebras uch that 
(r(A) cd) A*(A) =A = (A tit E(A)) A*(A). 
For two quasi_Hopf algebras .4 and A ‘, a morphism f : A -+ A ’ is a morphism of supplc- 
mentcd algebras uch that cfe fi A*(A) = A*(A’)J 
Composition of morphisms of quasi-Hopf algebras is induced by composition of 
morphisms of the underlying supplcmcntcd algebras. Thus we can speak of Alg’(R), 
the category of quasi-Hopf algebras. Since a quasi-Hopf algebra A is a Hopf algelbra 
if and only if A*(/4 ) is associative, the category of Hopf algebras forms a full sub- 
category of Alg*(R). 
5.2. Definition. A 9uasi-cxrttlmu?e~ wulgebru C is a supplemented cioalgebra C to- 
get!lcr with a quasi-Hopf algebra structure A’%(c) on the algebra slc[C). A morphism 
g : C + C’ of quasi-commuted coalgcbras i a morphism of the underlying coalgcbras 
such that 52(‘& : Q(C) -+ SZ(C’) is a morphism of quasi-Hopf algebrasI. 
The adjuint of the quasi-commuted structure morphism 
a’n(c) : 52(C) -+ s-l(c) Q s-i(c) 
is a morphism 
of coalgebras. The counit conditions in 5.1 take the form 
Composition of morphisms of quasi-commuted coalgebras i indtrccd by compo- 
,sition of the morphisms of the underlying supplemented coalgebras. Thus we can 
sspcak of Coalg*(R), the ategory of quasi-commuted coalgcbras. The functor 
Sz : Coalg(f?) + Afg(R) extends to a functor S2 : Coalg*(R) + Alg*(f?) from the 
character of the definitions. The main problem of this section is to determine to 
what extt;ert a functor B : Alg*(R) + Coalg*(R) adjoint to a can be defined. 
In order to see that any commutative coalgcbra has a natural quasi-commuted 
structure and that B(A) has a quasi-commuted structure for a quasi-Hopf algebra 
.A, we need the following natural morphisms related to the functors B and 9, dc- 
fined using the canonical twisting morphisms (A) : B(A) + A and rn%) : C-4(c). 
5.3. Definition. The shuffle morphism ‘y : B(A) QP B(k) + B(A e A’) is defined by 
the relation 
?(A Q A’)y = ?(A) q~ qs(A’) + 7je(A) QP r(A’). 
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The shuffle morphism y’ : S2(Ca 6) + SZ(c) 3 52(c) is defined by the relation. 
y’T(co C) = 7(C)@ ??E(d) + VE(C) Qp T(C). 
The naturality of the shuffle morphisms 
y:B(A)~B(A’)-*B(A~A’), y’ : s2(Ce 6) 3 s2(c) 49 s2(C) 
results immediately from the naturality properties of 7(p) and 7(c) considered in 
II, 3.5. These shuffle morphrsms extend to rt variables yielding a ofibration of co- 
algebras with contractible co fibre 
and a fibration of algebras with contractible fibre 
y’ : Q&Y(I) 69 .*. 0 C(n)) + S2{C(l )) @ . . . @ sz(C(n)). 
Recall that a coalgebra C is commutative if and only if A(C) : C -p C QP C is a 
morphism of coalgebras. 
5.4. kfhition. The quasi-commuted stnrcture bQ{C) : Q(C) -+ Q(6) a Q(c) on 
a commutative coalgebra C is the morphism adjoint to the composite 
aKY C- c4B C pee) * wc) ) Bsz(C) (g, Bsz(C) t B(s2(C) QD 52(C)). 
Hence SC2 is a functor from the category of commutative coalgebras to the cate- 
gory of cocommutative Hopf algebras. Ln particular, AQ(C) is a quasi-commuted 
structure on C. 
10 order to study quasi-commuted structures on B(A) for a quasi-Hopf algebra A
wt. need tIie foUoMng proposition. 
5.5. Proposition. There is u functorial morphism 
$=$(A,A’):Ql3(A~A’)+lU?(A)dU?(A’) 
such tkt H&j is gn isomurphism, $(A, R) = 3/(R, A) is the identity on SIB(A), 
and 
a(A 8 A’) = [a(A) o HA’)] $(A, A’). 
Proof. I& lV(A, A’) be the kernel in the category of algebras of 
cr(A)@a(A’) : S2B(A)oQB(A’)+.A QP A’. 
IfN(A) -QlB(A) is the algebra kernei ofa : <W(A) + A, then 
fN(A, A’) = [A QP IN(A’)) e [IN(A) ~QI !MA’)] ra [IN(A) QP A’]. 
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By II, 4.4, we have a conical contraction C(JI ) of IN(A ) depending functorially on ‘4, 
and hence 
is a conical contraction on IN(A @ A ‘) depending functorially on A and A’. 
By 2.5 thm is a morphism of coalgebras 
u = o&4, A’) : S(A dj3 A’) -+B(SlB(A) e Stdl(A’)) 
depending functorialiy on A and A’ such that 
B@(A) 8 a( u(A, A’} = B(A QS; A’). 
Clearly H*(o) i., an isomorphisrn, and u(A, R) = o(R, A ) is just B@t;A )I. Finally we 
define $ = $I A, A’) as the composite 
or in other words the adjoint of u = o(A, .4’). From the properties of 0, we deduce 
the first two properties of $(A, A’). and the third fcAlows from the commutative 
diagram 
which remains commutative after 52(u) is added. This proves the proposition. El 
5.6. Theotern. There xists Q quu@commuted cu~lgebr~ structure on B(A) for euch 
qu&Hopf algebra A such that N.A) : $X3(A) + A is a morphism irr A&J*(H) anti 
B : Aig*(R) + Csalg*(R) is a functw. 
Roof. We define Ass-2 B(A) : PLB(A) + M(A) 43 SZB(A) as the composite 
stB(A) -_c_) 
nBa*‘(A) M(A 8A) $@,A) - SIB(A) QC m(A). 
The desired properties of Q&S(A) now f‘oliow from those of $(A, A) considered 
in 5 S. This proves the theorem. III 
The next proposition wilJ be used in the foliotiing section to show that c% rtain 
morphisms C -+ B(A) from a commutative caalgebra C are morphisms of quo ;I- 
commuted coalgebras. 
5.7. hoposition. Let 
Proof. With the notation of 5.S we have a retraction 
I : k?[SU3(A) es fJU?fA’)) =+BN~A, A’) 
and the existence of u with 8(a dpo~) = &A R A’) is equivalent to the statement that 
B(aeclr)oy=R(AsA’h_=y. 
For i = 2, notk that PQO = I and ray = q = a. Thus it remains to show that 
~$3 Q /3) = it,, where + = l~q as usual. Recall from (5.5) that 
From the spktting lemma rgument 2.5 the retraction I = Ir _ ’ w, where h is defmed 
by the commutativity of the diagram 
~tqs-u(~) (8; s-u(A’)~ w ----+ 7$h(~, A’) 
Moreover, y@ 63 0) = * if and only if w(p Q?J 0) = a. This holds if and only if 
Wr(P 4-1) = + in the commutative diagram 
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~,mtB(A j: Sszs(A’)] - Icr9 - IB(QB(A) GP SlB(A’)) 
r8*@*@? 
i 
t 
UJ’ 
/ 
// \ @ 
\ 
I(A QP A’) +B lN(A, A’) = 1(52?(A) BW(A’)) --p’;l-’ slN(A, A’) 
where p is a suspension with a projection. Since the image into I(s1B(A) @ SW(A’)) 
from I@(A) iga B(A’)) is in the factor !(A a A’), its projection to dN(A, A’) is zero. 
Thus iG1(-@ GB ~3)) =* and ray = *, which in turn proves that cry = r(p 3 0). Cl 
6. Study of the coalgebm BCJ77 for a torus 7’ 
We are interested in lifting the commutative coalgebra N,(Iyc,(T)) into BC,(T) 
for a torus T with the following general proposition which uses the notation of di- 
vided powers which is discussed in 191. 
6.1. Proposition. Let A he TV cwnmutative Hctpfalgebra with p&native elements ui 
in odd degrees for I G i G m, artd Iet S’(s@,), . . . . s@,& be the free commutative 
coalgt~bra with its additiorral structure as a Hopf algebra with divided powers. There 
is u utligue morphism 
f: S’(s(jQ), . . ..s(v.j)-+HIpi) 
of aIg&as with divided powers such that fTs&)) = [vi]. Moreover, f is a morphism 
of quasikxrt mu ted cuulge bras. 
Roof. The existence and uniqueness off as a morphism of algebras with divided 
powers is immediate from the universal character of S’. For the last statement, ob- 
serve first that the following diagram is commutative: 
f 
c = S’(J(Y*), l **, S(Ym)) -I__+ B(A) 
NC) I I B(AfAt 
1 1 
cbc f*f ---.----+B(A)eB(A) L-cs(A@ A) 
Since this is a diagram of algebras with divided powers, it suffices to check commu- 
tativity on the elements &vi). 
Cr3lcuiate 
This establishes the commutativity of the diagram and aDso demonstrates that f pre- 
serves the coatgebra structure, because ji@(~)) is primative and s(_q ), . . . . s&J 
generate C = S’(@t ), . . . . s(J&) 3s an algebra with divided powers. 
To see that f : C -+ B(A) is a morphism of quasi-commuted coalgebras, vue use the 
ctrmmutc?.tive diagram 
f’ 
c d’ --- 5IA 1 
The commutativity of the above diagram follows from the naturality of /3 and of 7 
and Proposition 5.7. This proves the proposition. Ll 
A torus 7’ is a K(n, l), where n is 3 free abelian group, and we cart use the canoni- 
~31 simplicial mode;. For the commutative Hopf algebra C,(T) we form SC,(T). The 
double homology suspension uo : n a R + Bc,(T)2 defines 3 natural homomorphism 
H~(BC,(T)) + 5C*(Q s which induces the identity on Hz(5C’JT)) and a basis of 
H2(,5&(T’) can be represented by primalive chains of Ct (T). Hence 6.1 applies, and 
we have the foliowing proposition. 
6.2. Proposition. Tke morphism 4(5CJI3) + 5CJT) extends to 
u : H,(BC( ;r)) -+ Bc,(‘T) a morphism of Hopf algebras with divided powers such tttat 
t&(u) is the idrr,rtity atld u is a morphism @quasi-cvmntu ted coalgebras. 
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7. Womologicall properties of a subtorus of a compact Lie group 
7.1. Definition. A compact Lie group G is of ~~furic~ lqe over R provided 
)I,(C;. R ) = k-(x 1, . . . . x,J$ an exterior Hopf algebra on generators x 1, . . . . x,, . It is of 
SPL*T& e_~~cric~ type provided all xi, . . . . x, are odjd dimensional. 
if 2 is newt a zero divisor in R, then exterior type implies strictly exterior type. 
For characterizations of this concept see 8.1 in the next section. 
Let D be a quasi-commuted coalgebra with a comultiplication A&2(D) on R(D), 
and let Vi : s2(l?) + A(i) for I G i G n be morphisms of algebras. By choosing a 
particular iterate A,,Q(D) : St(D) --* S2(DJns and composing with v1 GJ . . . QP u,*, we 
have a morphism of algebras 
i+(u, a . ..wJ.~)A,~S-~(D): Sl(D)-+A(1) cs...eA(~). 
Let 
u:D+B(A(l)s... xA(n)) 
denote the adjoint of the assembled morphism iii. 
u:D-,l3(A(l)s ..sA(n)) 
G = (vi 8 . . . B, vn) A,,St(D), 
where Ui St(D) + A(i) are algebra morphisms. Thert there exists a morphism 
of cod&bras suc#t that tht, fullowing diqtam is 
f _.- +D 
I t! 
S(A( ! )) QP .. . 4p B(A(n)) ‘) N_A(mQ . . . o A(n)) 
Roof. The foliowing diagram is commutative from the definition of the quasi- 
commuted structure on C and the fact that f is a morphism of quasi-commuted 
coalgebras: 
D. Husemoilet el ~1, Difjkrenrial komological algebra IV, $7 
The large rectangk is commutative by definition off-being 3 morphism of quasi- 
commuted coulgebras. and the other rectangles are commutative by the naturality 
of y. For 
vie deduce the desired commutative diagram. U 
Now we use 6.2 and 7.2 to prove the following basic proposition, which will, in 
turn, easily imply the collapsing theorem. 
7.3. hoposition. Let T by a arbtonrs ofa compact ie group C of strictly exterior 
type ntw R with H*(G) = E(x, , . . . . x,,). We have morphism of ma&bras 
u : H*(BC*(T)) +Bc*(T), g : K+*(G) -+ BEX,, . . ..x.) 
such that l&(u) and l-i&) are isumorphisms, and the threefoid composite is factored 
by the im&sim S’(s(x 1 ), . .., s(xn)) + BE@ l , . . . , x,,): 
&(BG(T)) ---L BC*(O i-3 BCJC) A-.+ BE(x,, a.., x,,) 
‘Y * 
s’(S(X:) . . . . s(x,)) = BE(x,) 69 .. . QP BE(x,) 
Proof. The morphism u : HJBCJT)) --L BC,(T) is given by 6.2. The induced mor- 
phism i : BCJT) + B&(G) is a mdrphism of quasi-commuted coalgebras by 5.6. 
Since 
we have morphisms of chain complexes UC;(G) + R * @xi) which lift to a morphism 
0f‘ cAgebras 
BC*(G) 3 T’( U(-Vi)) = S’(CJ(Xi)) = H(I;:(wYj )I. 
T’k adjoint 3igebra morphism vi : Q(BC,(C;)) + I:;(svi) assembles to
u =g : BC*(G, 4 BE(x,. . . . . . f,,) 
3s in 7.2 sinceECxt)s . ..@tz&) =E(.ut, . . . . xJ. Clearly 11,@) is an isomorphism 
frrom the definition 0f the u,. Finally the factorization property f0llows from 7.2. 
This pruves the pn,position. rD 
8. The collapsing theorem 
8.1. Remark. The f&_Mng statements are equivalent for a connected compact !_ie 
group G and a ring R: 
( 1) the group G is strictly at’ exterkr type over R; 
(2) the twtwlogy ii,(G) cwr the integers has y-torsion only for primes [I which 
are units in R; 
(3) the &t~wJrde /I,(B(G). R) is free, and for a maximal torus rzi of G the co- 
module Il,(H(M). H) is an injectivc over ff,(BlG), R ). 
The equiv&nce of ( 1) wit (2 ) is ;in easy applicaticln of the Bochstein spectral 
sequence. and the equivalence of ( 1 j and (3) is given in 16. pp. 93--W]. 
Proof. For 3 nlaximal torus T of H, the H,(B(H))xomodule W,@(T)) is injective 
by 8.1. From this and the fxtorization 
we see that f: -” = Coto#f*@(G)) (R, ff&S(ff))) is 3 direct factor of E* = 
CotorH*@4ct) (R, Il,(B(T))), and in f3ct the whole spectral sequence E’ is a direct 
fitctor off? for r > 2. Hence it suffices to prove the theorem for T + G. 
The induced fibre spectral sequence isdefined algebraically from the morphism 
of coalgebras C,@(T)) -+ C&I(G)) or equivalently BGJ ‘13 + K’,(G). Using the 
factorization of 7.2, namely 
w+(rrC*U7) --ff-+ -. BC,(T)+ K,(G) ABE(x,, . . ..xJ . . -. . *, *. 
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